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Welcome

Welcome!
Our Vision is to provide a comfortable learning environment
allowing students to gain all the tools necessary to become
competent, educated and well-rounded yoga instructors.
Our Intention is to provide opportunity for our students to
explore yoga allowing them to develop their own teaching style.
We will help our students develop the skills for a better life and
overall wellness through yoga. In addition, we will create
opportunities for teaching and continued growth in yoga
education.
By providing fitness environments to multiple communities for
over 25 years and understanding the wealth and power of yoga
practice we decided to provide teaching environments for yoga
instructors.
By having well equipped facilities for yoga we want to share our
studios and offer our communities the opportunity to learn and
teach what we feel is essential to everyone's life – YOGA.
What We Believe In:
We believe in yoga practice being a part of daily living.
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We believe in the power of connecting movement to breath.
We believe in the idea of balance and living healthy by finding
moderation.
We believe that it is your body and the only place you have to
live.
We believe in Community.
We believe in sharing and giving.
We believe in changing lives for the better.
200 -Hour Learning Objectives Overview, Purpose and Your
Future:

To develop skills in empowering others and helping them
appreciate a higher level of consciousness in their practice and
in their life.
To develop skills of calm, patience, and listening in order to
apply feedback given to you with an open mind.
To learn to execute poses for each series under guidance and
why their sequence is important.
To learn the Sanskrit name of poses and their meaning.
To learn to evaluate the elements that make up an effective
yoga class.

To gain an appreciation for the value of living a Yogic lifestyle.

To practice and learn to cue a student into each pose safely
and effectively.

To learn and practice yoga philosophy both as an instructor and
in your life.

To identify the major muscles, joints, and bandhas used in
selected poses of each series.

To understand and practice different breathing techniques.

To develop the skills to become an effective teacher.

To appreciate the benefits of meditation and quieting the mind.

To gain experience and proficiency in leading a class.

To find your authentic voice both as an instructor and as a
person.

Namaste
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SESSION
ONE:
ENGAGE

योग
...Wait, what’s that symbol?
Devanagari is the alphabet used for Sanskrit, Hindi, and other Indian
languages. Its origin is from Sanskrit, literally ‘divine town script’, from
deva ‘god’ + nāgarī (from nagara ‘town’), an earlier name of the script.

Session One: Part One Learning Objectives
1. To discuss basic terms and fundamentals of Yoga
2. To discuss Baron Baptiste’s 8 Universal
Principles
3. To learn how to create a welcoming class

Devanagari is a left-to-right abugida and is based on the ancient Brāhmī
script used in the Indian subcontinent. It was developed in ancient India
from the 1st to the 4th century CE, and was in regular use by the 7th
century CE. The Devanagari script, composed of 47 primary characters
including 14 vowels and 33 consonants, is the fourth most widely
adopted writing system in the world. It is being used for over 120
languages. The ancient Nagari script for Sanskrit had two additional
consonantal characters.
The orthography of this script reflects the pronunciation of the language.
Unlike the Latin alphabet, the script has no concept of letter case. It is
written from left to right, has a strong preference for symmetrical
rounded shapes within squared outlines and is recognizable by a
horizontal line that runs along the top of full letters. Sanskrit is just one of
the many languages using it.

4. To learn the Engage Series of Poses
5. To learn how to create a welcoming class and
inclusive language
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Yoga: Basic Terms

Bandhas
Ananda - pronounced with the accent on the second “a”

Yoga योग
The Eight Limbs of Yoga
Yama & Niyama
Asana - pronounced with the accent on the first “a”
Pranayama
Pratyahara
Dharana
Dyana
Samadhi
The Yoga Sutras of Patanjali

Mudra
The Bhagavad-Gita
Om (ॐ): An all-encompassing sound, the sound “o” is a
diphthong spelled “AU”. A diphthong is the blending of two
vowel sounds where both are normally heard and make a
gliding sound. As a result, the difference between OM and
AUM is simply one of transliteration. The symbol OM visually
consists of three curves, one semicircle, and a dot. It is an
asana for the mouth with the sound beginning in the back of the
throat, back of tongue closing the throat, traveling through the
mouth and lips, and ending in the nose. Belief is that because
it captures all sounds in the mouth and therefore encapsulates
all words in the universe. The symbolism is one of creation,
dissolution, and ending. Birth, Life, Death. Often chanted at
the beginning or end of a class, or at the beginning of mantras.

Drishti
Vinyasa
Hatha
Chakras
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Baron Baptiste’s 8 Universal
Principles

General Position Terms
Adho

Please read Journey Into Power and write your own
interpretation as to what the following mean to you. The
sections referenced can be found on the pages of the book
listed below.

Ardha
Asana
Bandha

1.

We Are Either Here or Nowhere (p30)

Baddha

2.

Be In The Now and You’ll Know How (p34)

Chakra

3.

Growth Is the Most Important Thing There Is (p34)

Dwi

4.

Exceed Yourself to Find Your Exceeding Self (p36)

Eka

5.

In Order to Heal, You Need to Feel (p37)

Kona

6.

Think Less, Be More (p38)

Nadi

7.

We Are the Sum Total of Our Reactions (p40)

Mudra

8.

Don’t Try Hard, Try Easy (p42)

Parivrrta
Parsva
Supta
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Sutra

ENGAGE Series of Poses

Tula

~ Please follow along with the Series of Poses flashcard ~

Upavistha
Ubhaya

✓

Child’s Pose – Balasana

Urdhva

✓

Twisted Child’s Pose - Parivrtta Balasana

Utthita

✓

Cat – Marjariasana

Ujjayi

✓

Cow – Bitilasana

✓

Downward Facing Dog – Adho Mukha Svanasana

✓

Downward Dog-Twist – Parivrtta Adho Mukha
Svanasana

✓

Forward Fold-Ragdoll – Uttanasana

✓

Mountain Pose (extended) –Tadasana (Utthita),
Samasthiti, Urdhva Hastasana

✓

Mountain Pose –Tadasana, Samasthiti (hands at heart’s
center or Anjali Mudra - Prayer (with Om’s, optional)
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A Welcoming Class
Pre-class preparations
Drishti Beats inclusive language
Appropriate use of our language / methods of creating a
welcoming class to include: tone, greeting, closing, inclusive
language throughout
Follow-up with students
Practice using the language – learning the “talk”
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Basic Anatomical Terms
Planes of the Body:
✓

Saggital
• Flexion
• Extension

✓

Session One: Part Two Learning Objectives
1. To learn the anatomy analysis of the Engage
Series of Poses

• Abduction
• Adduction
✓

4. To learn safe and effective pose transitions
5. To understand the legal implications of using
copyrighted music in a class

Transverse
• Rotation

2. To gain a working knowledge of the Five
Essential Elements of Yoga
3. To understand the Principles of Alignment and
how to apply them

Frontal

• Pronation
• Supination
✓

Inversion

✓

Eversion
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Anatomy Analysis of Poses
The Anatomy Analysis of Poses video is designed to work with
the Series of Poses flashcard. We encourage you to pause the
video whenever an individual muscle is shown on the screen to
read the additional information shown. This includes: ORIGIN,
INSERTION, ACTION, NERVE SUPPLY, and ARTERIAL SUPPLY.

Key Elements & Alignment
Key Elements
✓

Ujjayi breathing deeply and freely throughout the practice

✓

Heat building in a warm room, working hard to sweat
and detox

✓

Child’s Pose – Balasana

✓

Twisted Child’s Pose - Parivrtta Balasana

✓

Flowing effortlessly from one pose to the next

✓

Cat – Marjariasana

✓

Drishti Focused Gaze that calms the mind

✓

Cow – Bitilasana

✓

Uddiyana and Mula Bandha - Core Engagement

✓

Downward Facing Dog – Adho Mukha Svanasana

✓

Downward Dog-Twist – Parivrtta Adho Mukha Svanasana

✓

Forward Fold-Ragdoll – Uttanasana

✓

Mountain Pose (extended) –Tadasana (Utthita)

✓

Mountain Pose - Tadasana

✓

Prayer (with Om’s, optional)

Principles of Alignment
✓

Building from the bottom up creating a stable base

✓

Establishing neutral alignment. Noticing the imbalances
from side to side

✓

Stacking the joints
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✓

Balancing strength and length in each asana creating
space in both mind and body

✓

Moving from the bones - muscles follow bones

Pose Transition
Transitions neutralize the body to prepare it for the next pose.
They allow you to move quickly and safely from one pose to another.
How do you move from:
✓

Standing to all 4s?

✓

All 4s to seated?

✓

Seated to supine?

✓

Seated to prone?

✓

Prone to standing?

✓

Standing to prone?
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Legal Music
✓

How do we use music in a class setting

✓

Developing and building a solid playlist

✓

Working with Drishti Beats music and building it into your
playlist

✓

ASCAP and BMI requirements for playing music in your
facility

✓

Laws for selling and distributing your playlists
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SESSION
two:
heat

HEAT Series of Poses
~ Please follow along with the Series of Poses flashcard ~

Sun Salutations – Step-backs
✓

Extended Mountain Pose – Utthita Tadasana (Urdhva
Hastasana)

✓

Forward Fold – Uttanasana

✓

Right Foot Back – Anjaneyasana

✓

Downward Facing Dog – Adho Mukha Svanasana#

✓

Plank (High Pushup) – Phalakasana

✓

Plank (Low Pushup) – (optional: knees, chest, chin –
Ashtanga Namaskara)

✓

Cobra - Bhujangasana

✓

Downward Facing Dog – Adho Mukha Svanasana

✓

Right Foot Forward – Anjaneyasana

✓

Forward Fold - Uttanasana

Session TWO: Part One Learning Objectives
1. To learn the Heat Series of Poses
2. To gain a historical and philosophical perspective
of The Yoga Sutras of Patanjali
3. To cite the introductory sutras that explain what
yoga is (e.g., 1:1, 1:2, 1:3, 1:12)
4. To learn some of the benefits of yoga
5. To be able to perform, teach, and explain the
benefits of Ujjayi breathing and Nadi Shodhana,
(alternate nostril)
6. To learn sequencing and the Arc of a Class
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✓

Extended Mountain Pose – Utthita Tadasana (Urdhva
Hastasana)

✓

Mountain Pose – Tadasana

✓

(Repeat Left Side)

Sun Salutations A
✓

Extended Mountain Pose – Utthita Tadasana (Urdhva
Hastasana)

✓

Forward Fold – Uttanasana

✓

Halfway Lift – Ardha Uttanasana

✓

Low Pushup – Chaturanga Dandasana

✓

Upward Facing Dog – Urdhva Mukha Svanasana

✓

Downward Facing Dog – Adho Mukha Svanasana

✓

Jump or walk forward to Halfway Lift – Ardha
Uttanasana

✓

Mountain Pose – Tadasana

Sun Salutations B
✓

Chair Pose – Utkatasana

✓

Forward Fold – Uttanasana

✓

Halfway Lift – Ardha Uttanasana

✓

Low Pushup – Chaturanga Dandasana

✓

Upward Facing Dog – Urdhva Mukha Svanasana

✓

Downward Facing Dog – Adho Mukha Svanasana

✓

Warrior I – Virhabhadrasana I – Right foot forward

✓

Low Pushup – Chaturanga Dandasana

✓

Upward Facing Dog – Urdhva Mukha Svanasana

✓

Downward Facing Dog – Adho Mukha Svanasana

✓

Warrior I – Virhabhadrasana I – Left foot forward

✓

Forward Fold – Uttanasana

✓

Low Pushup – Chaturanga Dandasana

✓

Extended Mountain Pose – Utthita Tadasana (Urdhva
Hastasana)

✓

Upward Facing Dog – Urdhva Mukha Svanasana

✓

Downward Facing Dog – Adho Mukha Svanasana
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✓

Jump or walk forward to Halfway Lift – Ardha
Uttanasana

✓

Forward Fold – Uttanasana

✓

Chair Pose – Utkatasana

✓

Mountain Pose – Tadasana (Prayer Pose)

Yoga Sūtras
योग सूत्र

✓

The Yoga Sutras of Patanjali by Sri Swami
Satchidananda

✓

Put together approximately 2,000 years ago

✓

Patanjali is known as the Father of Aruyveda and he
also codified Sanskrit.

✓

Widely considered the basic text on yoga

✓

196 “aphorisms” or threads (sutras) compiled into 4
Books
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During our time together we will focus on Books 1 and 2
1:1 atha yoga-anuśāsanam
1:2 yoga chitta vrtti nirodah

assumptions is such an insidious habit that it is the basis of
much of our trouble in everyday life, scrambling our perceptions
so that we taint our relationships and smear our perceptual
process (note: how we perceive things) so that we cannot
recognize our own true identity.” (p 176)

1:3 Tada drastuh svarupe’vasthanam
1:12 Abhyasa Vairagyabhyam tannirodhah
The natural state of the mind is considered to be peaceful and
calm and this is seen as our “true Self”. Yoga is the ability to
control the “fluctuations of the mind” or the thoughts and
feelings that we mistakenly identify with. So we have “Self” that
is unchanging and eternal and the other “self” we know so well
that identifies with and believes our ever-changing thoughts,
judgments, and feelings. Patanjali tells us that once the mind is
properly restrained and that we understand the “self” is an
illusion, then the true “Self” or the “Seer” or the indweller, our
unchanging Self, can rest in its true nature and be free.
As Donna Farhi puts it in her book, Bringing Yoga to Life
“Patanjali tells us that when the mind is still, we perceive
ourselves and the world as they really are. The state of mind
called Yoga is often compared to a crystal or a diamond so
pristine that it reflects back whatever is presented to it (p. 41).
This reflective consciousness does not add, subtract, edit or
rearrange the perception to suit its own agendas…. Making

“The truly contemplative mind is neutral. …This neutral mind is
called the ‘witness.” When we are witnessing from this neutral,
non-presumptive place, the ‘me’ is absent – the ‘me’ being
whatever collection of things I have stockpiled to make up my
identity. …The process we call Yoga is one of deconstruction,
removing all these assumed identities. …Then when we see,
we are seeing things as they really are. This choiceless
awareness requires a radical form of honesty and acceptance:
acceptance of self, acceptance of others, and acceptance of
things just as they are. …This relaxing into life affords us an
immediate experience of happiness and peacefulness that is
not affected by life’s vicissitudes.” (pp 177-8)
Sri Swami Satchidananda explains, “The entire outside world is
based on your thoughts and your mental attitude.” He goes on
to quote a Sanskrit saying “As the mind, so the man; bondage
or liberation are in your own mind. If you feel bound, you are
bound. If you feel liberated, you are liberated. Things outside
neither bound nor liberate you; only your attitude towards them
does that.” We often identify with our thoughts and believe
them.
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Benefits of Yoga

Makes us pay attention
It’s a healing practice

What benefits do you think yoga provides?

Breaks our bad habits

Other anecdotal benefits

Reminds us to be responsible

Flexibility

Helps people to relax

Strength

Makes the heart rate go down (great for high blood pressure)

Muscle tone

Help increase flexibility and strength

Balance

Bring relief to back pain sufferers

Joint health

Can reduce inflammation

Pain prevention
Better breathing

Journey Into Power: (JIP) What students say (p.49):

Mental benefits

Please review this.

Mental calmness

Journey Into Power: Why (Power) Yoga Works “Magic”:

Stress reduction

Simple and right in line with how your body is designed to move
and operate.

Body awareness
Reduces stress

Builds functional intrinsic strength rather than superficial
strength.
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Empowers you to purposefully use and train your body the way
you do in real life— bending, stretching, lifting, reaching,
twisting— to allow movement of your everyday motions with
more ease, more agility, more power, more grace.

Provides immediate results, fueling your motivation to continue.
No need to wait weeks before seeing and feeling positive
results. From your first practice session, you experience shifts
energetically, muscularly, mentally, and emotionally.

Train the whole person – it embodies strength, flexibility,
stabilization, stamina, cardio, and mind power all in one
session.

Muscles tingle from head to toe, blood is flows, mind is clear,
spirit is revived, full of stamina and breath; you feel alive! Once
you get even the smallest taste of these results, you have all
the motivation you need to keep going.

Multilayered health benefits, going beyond just the external.
Activates / improves all internal bodily systems
Nervous system – soothed or energized (through deep rhythmic
breathing);
Glandular system – balanced, creating hormonal harmony
(from inversions)
Cardiovascular and circulatory systems – invigorated (as a
result of the flow)
Digestive and metabolic systems – stimulated (from the heat of
the ignited fire within)

Effective on deeper levels because it gives you a new
awareness of your body.
Brings breath and consciousness to all your muscles and tissue
and you really make the connection between your mind and
body.
More in tune with what your body needs, on and off your mat…
new habits, and then those habits make you!
You begin to see that your body requires your love,
compassion, attention, and care.
From JIP by Baron Baptiste p49:

Elimination system – activated and regulated (from sweating
and from the movement of lymph, the body’s sewage system).

Everyone can do it

Benefits every single cell in your body

Simple and right in line with how your body is designed to move
and operate
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Empowers you to purposefully use and train your body the way
you do in real life so you can move through your everyday
motions with more ease, more agility, more power, more grace.
Blends all the key ingredients into training the whole person in
one session, embodying strength, flexibility, stabilization,
stamina, cardio, and mind power.
Soothes or energizes your nervous systems as needed (deep
rhythmic breathing), balances your hormonal harmony
(inversions), invigorates your cardiovascular and circulatory
(flow), stimulates your digestive and metabolic systems (heat of
the fire within), activates and regulates your elimination system
(sweating and moving lymph system). Every single cell
benefits.
Immediate results, fueling your motivation to continue –
energetic shifts in muscle, mental, emotional.
Gives new awareness of body – breath and consciousness to
muscles and tissues to connect mind and body.

Prāṇāyāma
प्राणायाम
Ujjayi Breath
Bring your first or second finger to the soft spot between your
collarbones.
With your mouth closed, breathe in through your nose, feeling
the gentle retraction of those muscles beneath your finger. It
should feel as though you are whispering in reverse. You are
closing the airways a little, so it’s kind of like breathing through
a straw. Imagine the breath as a cleansing wind sweeping right
in through that soft spot at the base of your throat.
For the exhalation, put your hand in front of your face as if it’s a
mirror. Gently retract your belly and, with your mouth closed
and the muscles in your throat still contracted, exhale through
your nose as if you were going to fog up that mirror. The
exhalation is exaggerated and extended. It is important to keep
your mouth closed or you will lose energy on the exhalation.
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Benefits of Ujjayi Breath
✓

Early in practice, within challenging poses, during
savasana (corpse pose) to help focus

✓

Warms body, building heat

✓

Instills endurance that enhances a flowing practice

✓
✓

Brings mind into concentrated focus
Relieves tension

Nadi Shodhana
Nadi is a Sanskrit word meaning “channel” or “flow” and
shodhana means “purification.”
Nadi shodhana pranayama is a hatha yoga practice that
purifies the nadis — energy channels in the subtle body —
through alternate-nostril breathing. Shodhana means “to purify.”
The practice balances the flow of vital energy, or prana, through
the ida (the left, or moon) and pingala (the right, or sun) nadis,
as well as the flow of breath through the right and left nostrils.
This pranayama practice begins and ends by breathing through
the left nostril. Some pranayama practices can create heat in

the body, but concluding the practice by exhaling through the
left nostril neutralizes any excess heat that may have
accumulated.
#

1.#

Close the right nostril with the right thumb.

#

2.#

Inhale deeply through your left nostril.

#

3.#

Close off your left nostril with your fourth finger.

#
4.# Option to press lightly with 2nd and 3rd fingers into
space between the eyebrows.
#

5.#

Exhale through your right nostril.

#

6.#

Inhale through the right nostril,

#

7.#

Close right nostril with your right thumb.

#

8.#

Inhale left.

#
9.#
left.

Continue this pattern, ending with an exhale on the

Benefits of Nadi Shodhana
✓

Synchronize the two hemispheres of the brain

✓

Revitalizes you

✓

Improves brain function
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✓

Cleanses your lungs

✓

Calms an agitated mind

✓

Encourages a calmer emotional state

How do we put a class together?

✓

Improves sleep

✓

Great preparation for meditation

Drishti Beats yoga classes are separated into 11 series:
Engage, Heat, Extend, Equilibrium, Earth, Fire, Deep Center,
Expand, Lengthening, Enlightening, Surrender.

✓

Soothes your nervous system

✓

Regulates the cooling and warming cycles of the body

✓

Clears and boosts your energy channels

✓

Enhances rest and relaxation

The Arc of a Class

Each series is an individual sequence that has a symbiotic
relationship with the series before and after it. Each with a
distinct purpose that plays a potent role in the overall practice.
For each series, selected poses should be done and
executed.You may create your own sequence with the poses in
a particular series or you may follow the sequence, as shown in
the practical practice at the end of each session.
There are additional, more advanced poses, or poses with
various options, within each series that are not covered or
discussed in our training, but you may see them in the Master
Class Videos. You are welcome to use them in your own flow
and be mindful to only use poses that are appropriate for a
particular series. This is important in order to create a safe flow
and safe progression.
Book 2 Sutra 46 says the yoga practitioner should be “sthira
sukham asanam” or “steady and comfortable”. In English, we
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hear often hear the phrase” sthira and sukha” to remind us to
find “steadiness and ease” in our poses

✓

What specific asana within each series can we choose
that will help in opening for that pose?

So how can we use these concepts of sequencing to create a
great class?

✓

What needs to be stable? What can we do to build up to
that stability?

#
1)# First start the ujjayi breath to warm the body and
continue to emphasize it throughout.

✓

What are the Principles of Alignment (POAs) of the peak
asana? What asanas have similar POAs?

#

2)#

Then begin with the Engage series.

#
3)# In order to warm up your class properly, Step-backs,
Sun Salutations A and Sun Salutations B will warm up and
prepare your students for what is ahead. In the master class
videos, you will see variations that you can pull from for creative
embellishments.
#
4)# If you consider building to a peak pose, decide what
your “peak” pose will be and build your class around that. (the
pose that requires the most opening and/or stability to execute)

#
7)# Keeping that pose in mind, put together several
series that continue to build up towards your peak pose
opening and strengthening, muscles, joints, ligaments, and
tendons, that what will be used in the peak pose.
#
8)# Select poses in each series. Each series must come
in the order presented, e.g., Earth must come before Deep
Center.
#
9)# Put these poses and series together in that order to
create a safe and progressive sequence.

#
5)# Create a “pathway” to your peak pose by choosing
what poses (asanas) in each series that will build the body up
to that “peak pose”.
#

6)#
✓

Look at the pose and break it down anatomically:

What needs to be open?
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Anatomy Analysis of Poses
The Anatomy Analysis of Poses video is designed to work with
the Series of Poses flashcard. We encourage you to pause the
video whenever an individual muscle is shown on the screen to
read the additional information shown. This includes: ORIGIN,
INSERTION, ACTION, NERVE SUPPLY and ARTERIAL
SUPPLY.

Step Backs
Session Two: Part Two Learning Objectives
✓

Extended Mountain Pose – Utthita Tadasana

✓

Forward Fold – Uttanasana

✓

Right Foot Back – Anjaneyasana

✓

Downward Facing Dog – Adho Mukha Svanasana

✓

Plank (High Pushup) – Phalakasana

4. To be able to identify poses that can enhance or
balance each chakra

✓

Low Pushup – Chaturanga Dandasana (optional: knees,
chest, chin – Ashtanga Namaskara)

5. To identify each chakra and describe its
characteristics.

✓

Cobra – Bhujangasana

1. To learn the anatomy analysis of the Heat Series
of Poses
2. To learn about the Koshas
3. To correctly identify the 7 chakras and the
sushumna, ida, and pingala nadis.
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✓

Downward Facing Dog – Adho Mukha Svanasana

✓

Forward Fold – Uttanasana

✓

Right Foot Forward – Anjaneyasana

✓

Extended Mountain Pose – Utthita Tadasana

✓

Forward Fold – Uttanasana

✓

Mountain Pose – Tadasana

✓

Extended Mountain Pose – Utthita Tadasana

✓

Mountain Pose - Tadasana

Sun Salutations B

Repeat left side.

Sun Salutations A

✓

Chair Pose – Utkatasana

✓

Forward Fold – Uttanasana

✓

Halfway Lift – Ardha Uttanasana

✓

Extended Mountain Pose – Utthita Tadasana

✓

Low Pushup – Chaturanga Dandasana

✓

Forward Fold – Uttanasana

✓

Upward Facing Dog – Urdhva Mukha Svanasana

✓

Halfway Lift – Ardha Uttanasana

✓

Downward Facing Dog – Adho Mukha Svanasana

✓

Plank (High Pushup) - Phalakasana

✓

Warrior I – Virhabhadrasana I – Right foot forward

✓

Plank (Low Pushup) – Chaturanga Dandasana

✓

Low Pushup – Chaturanga Dandasana

✓

Upward Facing Dog – Urdhva Mukha Svanasana

✓

Upward Facing Dog – Urdhva Mukha Svanasana

✓

Downward Facing Dog – Adho Mukha Svanasana

✓

Downward Facing Dog – Adho Mukha Svanasana

✓

Halfway Lift – Ardha Uttanasana

✓

Warrior I – Virhabhadrasana I – Left foot forward
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✓

Low Pushup – Chaturanga Dandasana

✓

Upward Facing Dog – Urdhva Mukha Svanasana

✓

Downward Facing Dog – Adho Mukha Svanasana

✓

Jump or walk forward to Halfway Lift – Ardha
Uttanasana

✓

Forward Fold – Uttanasana

✓

Chair Pose – Utkatasana

✓

Mountain Pose – Tadasana (Prayer Pose)

The Subtle Body: Koshas
कोश
Yoga Philosophy suggests that there are 5 sheaths that
surround you.
They are: Physical (Anamaya), Energy (Pranamaya) , Mental
(Manomaya), Wisdom (Vijnanamaya) , and Bliss
(Ananadamaya).
The yoga path of self realization is one of progressively moving
inward through these Koshas.
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The Nadis

Chakras

नाडी

चक्र

The Sanskrit word Nadi derives from the root nad, which means
“flow”. The word itself suggests the fundamental nature of a
Nadi:

From Sanskrit, meaning “wheel”. The seven chakras are the
main energy centers of the body. No doubt you have heard
people talk about "unblocking" their chakras. What they refer to
is the idea that when all of our chakras are open, energy can
run through them freely, and harmony exists between
the physical body, mind, and spirit.

✓

to flow like water

✓

finding the path of least resistance

✓

nourishing everything in its path

The Nadis are our energetic irrigation system; in essence, they
keep us alive.

Chakra is pronounced with the “Ch” sound similar to the word
“Chalk” or the dance, “Cha-Cha”.
Each Chakra has an associated color.

1. Ida Nadi
2. Pingala Nadi
3. Shushumna
Nadi
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Root Mūlādhāra मूलाधार
Sacral Svādhiṣṭhāna स्वािधष्ठान
Solar Plexus Maṇipūra मिणपूर
Heart Anāhata अनाहत
Throat Viśuddha िवशुद्ध
Brow Ājñā आज्ञा
Crown Sahasrāra सहस्रार
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SESSION
three:
extend

EXTEND Series of Poses
~ Please follow along with the Series of Poses flashcard ~

Part A

Session Three: Part One Learning Objectives
1. To learn the Extend Series of Poses
2. To gain understanding of Patanjali’s 8 limbs of
yoga

✓

Chair Pose - Utkatasana

✓

Prayer Twist – Parivrtta Utkatasana

✓

Low Lunge (transition) - Anjaneyasana

✓

Lunge Twist – Parivrtta Anjaneyasana

✓

Rocking Low Lunge (knee on ground) • 1/2 split - Ardha Hanumanasana
• Low Anjaneyasana

3. To gain understanding of the yamas and niyamas
4. To learn about the seven most common mental
mistakes in yoga practice
5. To learn more about the benefits of yoga: mental,
emotional, and spiritual, including the effect on
heart rate

✓

Rocking Mid Lunge (knee off ground)
• 1/2 split (both legs straight) - Ardha Hanumanasana
• Mid Anjaneyasana

✓

Crescent Lunge (High Lunge) – Anjaneyasana
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✓

Twisting Lunge - Parivrtta Anjaneyasana

✓

Warrior One (Hands Up) – Virabhadrasana 1

✓

Plank – Phalakasana

✓

✓

Low Plank – Chaturanga Dandasana

Warrior One (Hands interlock behind back) – Baddha
Virabhadrasana 1

✓

Bow Forward – Bhakti Virhabhadrasana

✓

Plank - Phalakasana

✓

Side Plank – Vasisthasana

✓

Option Tree side Plank -Vrksasana in Vasisthasana

✓

Plank

✓
✓

Upward Facing Dog – Urdhva Mukha Svanasana
Downward Facing Dog – Adho Mukha Svanasana

Repeat sequence from beginning to this point (L)

Part B

Extend Lower opposite leg to:

✓

Three-Legged Dog – Tri Pada Adho Mukha Svanasana

✓

Open Hip

✓

Three-Legged Dog – Tri Pada Adho Mukha Svanasana

✓

Knee to Chest - Eka Pada Phalakasana

✓

Three-Legged Dog - Tri Pada Adho Mukha Svanasana

✓

Knee to Chest - Eka Pada Phalakasana (variation knee
to elbow)

Flow

✓

Three-Legged Dog - Tri Pada Adho Muckha Svanasana

Repeat sequence from beginning of Part B to this point (L)

✓

Low Lunge - Ajaneyasana

✓

Fallen Angle - Devaduuta Panna Asana

Option is from Side Plank is to step the top leg to the posterior
and rotate the hips to the sky for a modified wheel commonly
called Flip Dog (Ardha Urdhva Danurasana) or
(Camatkarasana:wild thing)
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8 Limbs of Yoga
The Eight Limbs of Yoga – Patanjali’s Plan (Book 2 of The Yoga
Sutras)
1. Yamas - Learning Restraints* - Abstinence or social
behavioral guidelines for how we live in the world.
2. Niyamas - Developing spiritual discipline. Observances or
personal behavioral guidelines for how we live in the world.

Yamas यम

Ahimsa
Satya
Asteya
Brahmacharya
Aparigraha

3. Asana

Niyamas िनयम

4. Pranayama
5. Pratyahara

Shaucha

6. Dharhana

Santosha

7. Dhyana

Tapas

8. Samadhi

Svadihayaya
Isvara-Pranidana
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Common Mistakes to Avoid
Please watch the online lecture and take notes.

Benefits of Yoga
“75 Health Conditions Benefited by Yoga, as Demonstrated in
Scientific Studies” (from Yoga as Medicine by Timothy McCall,
MD (updated February 2013)
#

•#

Alcoholism and Other Drug Abuse

#

•#

Anxiety

#

•#

Asthma

#

•#

Atrial Fibrillation

#

•#

Attention Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder

#

•#

(ADD/ADHD)

#

•#

Autism

#

•#

Back Pain

#

•#

Balance Problems

#

•#

Breast Cancer

#

•#

Cancer (General)

#

•#

Carpal Tunnel Syndrome
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#

•#

Chronic Fatigue Syndrome

#

•#

Hypothyroidism

#

•#

Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease

#

•#

Infertility

#

•#

(COPD) e.g. Emphysema)

#

•#

Inguinal Hernia

#

•#

Congestive Heart Failure

#

•#

Insomnia

#

•#

Depression

#

•#

Irritable Bowel Syndrome

#

•#

Diabetes

#

•#

Kidney Failure

#

•#

Drug Withdrawal

#

•#

Lymphoma

#

•#

Eating Disorders

#

•#

Mental Developmental Impairment

#

•#

Epilepsy

#

•#

Menopausal (and Perimenopausal) Symptoms

#

•#

Fatigue

#

•#

Menstrual Disorders

#

•#

Fibromyalgia

#

•#

Metabolic Syndrome

#

•#

Gait (Walking) Problems

#

•#

Migraine and Tension Headaches

#

•#

Guillain-Barré Syndrome

#

•#

Multiple Sclerosis

#

•#

Heart Disease

#

•#

Muscular Dystrophy

#

•#

Hemorrhoids

#

•#

Neck Pain

#

•#

High Blood Pressure

#

•#

Neuroses (e.g. Phobias)

#

•#

HIV/AIDS

#

•#

Obesity/Overweight
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#

•#

Obsessive Compulsive Disorder (OCD)

#

•#

Restless Leg Syndrome

#

•#

Organ Transplant

#

•#

Rheumatoid Arthritis

#

•#

Osteoporosis

#

•#

Rhinitis (Inflammation of the Nose)

#

•#

Osteoarthritis (Degenerative Arthritis)

#

•#

Schizophrenia

#

•#

Ovarian Cancer

#

•#

Scoliosis (Lateral Curvature of the Spine)

#

•#

Pain (Chronic)

#

•#

Sexual Function

#

•#

Performance Anxiety

#

•#

Sinusitis

#

•#

Pleural Effusion (Fluid in Lung Lining)

#

•#

Smoking Cessation

#

•#

Polycystic Ovarian Syndrome

#

•#

Stroke

#

•#

Post-Heart Attack Rehabilitation

#

•#

Total Knee Arthroplasty

#

•#

Post-Joint Replacement

#

•#

Traumatic Brain Injury

#

•#

Post-Polio Syndrome

#

•#

Tuberculosis

#

•#

Post-Operative Recovery

#

•#

Urinary Bladder Dysfunction

#

•#

Post-Stroke Rehabilitation

#

•#

Urinary Stress Incontinence

#

•#

Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD)

#

•#

Pregnancy (both normal and complicated)

#

•#

Psoriasis
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The health benefits are multilayered, going beyond just the
external. All the internal bodily systems are activated and
improved as well. Your nervous system is soothed or energized
as needed (through deep rhythmic breathing); your glandular
system is balanced, creating hormonal harmony (from
inversions); your cardiovascular and circulatory systems are
invigorated (as a result of the flow); your digestive and
metabolic systems are stimulated (from the heat of the ignited
fire within); and your elimination system is activated and
regulated (from sweating and from the movement of lymph, the
body’s sewage.
Impact on brain, nervous system, heart –
http://www.mindbodygreen.com/0-9431/why-yoga-heart-rate-ar
e-so-important-a-cardiologist-explains.html
Why Yoga and Heart Rate Are So Important: A Cardiologist
Explains
We come to our mats for different reasons, and hopefully we
walk away from a practice with greater awareness, greater
compassion, and more focus. If you practice a vigorous yoga
flow, you'll also see obvious physical benefits like cardiac,
respiratory and muscle conditioning.
But have you considered the effects a regular yoga practice has
on the nervous system? Did you know that by training the nerve
supply to the heart and arteries to be more responsive to your

breath, the very function of your heart may improve? These
changes happen during a variety of yoga practices and should
be a good reason participate in yoga and be ambassadors for
others to join us. One of the most important ways yoga can
benefit your cardiovascular health is through heart rate
variability (HRV).
The term HRV reflects the ability of the heart rate to change
beat to beat. If you're healthy and you breathe in deep, your
heart rate will speed up; if you exhale deeply, the opposite will
occur. These rapid changes occur predominantly due to the
influence of the parasympathetic nervous system (PNS). This
healthy response is counterbalanced by the sympathetic
nervous system (SNS), which releases adrenaline, the premier
stress hormone. When the PNS predominates, HRV is high
during deep breathing, stress is reduced, and health is
promoted. The SNS predominates during stress, and in
sufferers of diseases like diabetes mellitus, poor sleep, heart
disease, alcoholism, kidney failure and other conditions.
Does a healthy HRV matter? There are nearly 900 research
studies measuring HRV in humans, both in healthy and disease
states. In survivors of heart attacks, diabetic patients, COPD
patients, persons with congestive heart failure, in smokers, and
even in the general population, these studies have shown that
low HRV identifies loss of cardiac nervous system PNS/SNS
balance and an increased risk of dying suddenly. Yikes, serious
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outcomes of a low HRV. As an example of what a low HRV
looks like, Patients with a resting heart rate of 100 that won’t
vary at all during deep breathing is worrisome.

that yoga “is the practice of quieting the mind.” Apparently, it is
also the practice of healing the heart.

How does yoga fit in this story? HRV has been measured in
people both before and after practicing various styles of yoga
for a given period. For example, following eight weeks of Hatha
yoga, nine of 12 subjects showed a significant increase in HRV.
Fourteen practitioners of Isha yoga were compared to 14
matched controls. Yoga practitioners showed overall increased
HRV and improved PNS function. In another study, 45 pregnant
women participating in yoga for an hour a day were compared
to the same number who did not attend the classes. Stress was
reduced only in the yoga group, and by the 36th week of
practice HRV increased by 150%. Yoga Nidra relaxation was
studied alone or in combination with Hatha yoga in 20
volunteers. All subjects who practiced the relaxation techniques
showed improvements in HRV and PNS function on the heart.
Mind-body practices, mindfulness and yoga practice focusing
on relaxation and the breath can have profound and lasting
effects on the brain and nervous system. This has been called
neuroplasticity, to reflect the fact that we can mold our nervous
system towards long-term health by intermittent bouts of
training. When you come to your mat next time and begin
pranayama breathing, know that you're utilizing one of the most
powerful tools known to improve cardiac function. Patanjali said
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Anatomy Analysis of Poses
The Anatomy Analysis of Poses video is designed to work with
the Series of Poses flashcard. We encourage you to pause the
video whenever an individual muscle is shown on the screen to
read the additional information shown. This includes: ORIGIN,
INSERTION, ACTION, NERVE SUPPLY and ARTERIAL
SUPPLY.

Session Three: Part Two Learning Objectives
1. To learn the anatomy analysis of the Extend
Series of Poses
2. To be able to recognize the obstacles (kleshas)
that influence your behavior, and recognize your
own Obstacles
3. To introduce the Brahmaviharas

Part A
✓

Chair Pose - Utkatasana

✓

Prayer Twist – Parivrtta Utkatasana

✓

Low Lunge (transition) - Anjaneyasana

✓

Lunge Twist – Parivrtta Anjaneyasana

✓

Rocking Low Lunge (knee on ground) -

4. To recognize your own attachments and analyze
how they affect your life
5. To describe the key characteristics associated
with Mindfulness

• 1/2 split - Ardha Hanumanasana
• Low Anjaneyasana
✓

Rocking Mid Lunge (knee off ground)
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• 1/2 split (both legs straight) - Ardha Hanumanasana

✓

Knee to Chest - Eka Pada Phalakasana (variation knee
to elbow)

✓

Three-Legged Dog - Tri Pada Adho Muckha Svanasana

✓

Low Lunge - Ajaneyasana

✓

Warrior One (Hands Up) – Virabhadrasana 1

✓

Warrior One (Hands interlock behind back) – Baddha
Virabhadrasana 1

• Mid Anjaneyasana
✓
✓

Crescent Lunge (High Lunge) – Anjaneyasana
Twisting Lunge - Parivrtta Anjaneyasana

✓

Plank – Phalakasana

✓

Low Plank – Chaturanga Dandasana

✓

Upward Facing Dog – Urdhva Mukha Svanasana

✓

Bow Forward – Bhakti Virhabhadrasana

✓

Downward Facing Dog – Adho Mukha Svanasana

✓

Plank - Phalakasana

✓

Side Plank – Vasisthasana

✓

Option Tree side Plank -Vrksasana in Vasisthasana

✓

Plank

Repeat sequence from beginning to this point (L)

Part B
✓

Three-Legged Dog – Tri Pada Adho Mukha Svanasana

✓

Open Hip

✓

Three-Legged Dog – Tri Pada Adho Mukha Svanasana

✓

Knee to Chest - Eka Pada Phalakasana

✓

Three-Legged Dog - Tri Pada Adho Mukha Svanasana

Extend Lower opposite leg to:
✓

Fallen Angle - Devaduuta Panna Asana

Option is from Side Plank is to step the top leg to the posterior
and rotate the hips to the sky for a modified wheel commonly
called Flip Dog (Ardha Urdhva Danurasana) or
(Camatkarasana:wild thing)
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Kleshas (Obstacles)

The Brahmavihārās

क्लेश

चत्वािर ब्रह्मिवहा

✓

Avidya

✓

Asmita

✓

Raga

✓

Dvesha

✓

Found in The Yoga Sutras of Patanjali 1:33 (translation and
commentary by Sri Swami Satchidananda)
“By cultivating attitudes of friendliness toward the happy,
compassion for the unhappy,
delight in the virtuous,

Abhinivesha

and disregard toward the wicked,
the mind-stuff retains its undisturbed calmness.”

Or another translation:
The Four Attitudes
#

1.#

Friendliness toward the joyful

#

2.#

Compassion for those who are suffering

#

3.#

Celebrating the good in others

4.

Remaining impartial to the faults and imperfections of
others
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Mindfulness
Mindfulness is the gentle effort to be continuously present with
acceptance.
Jon Kabat-Zinn, a pioneer in bringing mindfulness to the
medical world, defines it like this: “Mindfulness means paying
attention in a particular way; on purpose in the present moment,
and non-judgmentally.”
Kabat-Zinn founded the Mindfulness-Based Stress Reduction Program at the
University of Massachusetts Medical Center. He is the author of Full Catastrophe
Living and Wherever You Go, There You Are.

Why be mindful?
Too often our default is mindlessness.
Our minds rush into the past rehashing or relishing or wander
into the future to worry or daydream.
We are comparing ourselves to others or to a standard we
believe we must meet.
We are judging others (without compassion). This creates two
problems. The first very simply is that we are not present for our
lives.

Let’s take a common experience.
You leave the house and head for the grocery store. A few
minutes later you suddenly notice that you are on the way to
work. Now that is scary. We were not present. But it has
happened to most of us. We go through our daily routines
mindlessly while our minds take us on all sorts of crazy
journeys.
The second problem is that we grow too attached to the stories
our minds create, and we believe them. What Yoga says is that
these stories are not real. They are a product of our upbringing,
our genes, our environments, and all the things that have
happened to us. All of this creates a filter through which we see
and judge everything.
So what is mindfulness?
Mindfulness does not ask you to have a blank mind, but rather,
it is asking us to pay exquisite attention to our mind and get to
know it. Mindfulness asks us to observe the busy mind, to
become the Witness or the Seer of the mind’s endless games.
Meditation is the practice we use to become more mindful in
our daily lives.
Baron Baptiste writes in Journey into Power about what
meditation is for him: “It is about anchoring your consciousness
to the present moment, being fully awake in your body, aware
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of your thoughts, and surrendering to stillness. The purpose of
meditation is to cultivate a quiet consciousness from which your
emotions and intellect can flow…and (we) open our minds and
hearts so that we may see and live our truth.”
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SESSION
four:
EQUILIBRIUM

EQUILIBRIUM Series of Poses
~ Please follow along with the Series of Poses flashcard ~

✓

Standing R Leg Raise Front – Utthita Hasta
Padangusthasana A

✓

Standing R Leg Raise Side – Utthita Hasta
Padangusthansana B

✓

Warrior 3 R – Virhabhadrasana 3

✓

Standing L Leg Raise Front – Utthita Hasta
Padangusthasana A

✓

Standing L Leg Raise Side – Utthita Hasta
Padangusthansana B

✓

Warrior 3 L – Virhabhadrasana 3

✓

R Tree – Vrksasana

✓

R Eagle – Garudasana

4. Read Methods of Teaching Relaxation Part 1

✓

L Tree – Vrksasana

5. Read Application of Principles of Demonstrating
Asanas

✓

L Eagle – Garudasana

Session Four: Part One Learning Objectives
1. To learn the Equilibrium Series of Poses
2. To learn and practice identifying misalignments,
through a Learn to See exercise
3. To understand what happens when you meditate,
learning two different types of meditation
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✓

R Standing Lotus or R Standing 4 point square –Ardha
Baddha Padmansana (Eka Pada)

✓

Reach forward, Reach Down – Ardha Baddha
Padmattasana

Learn to See
Postural assessment teaching the eye to see
In this exercise, observe the postures in the PDF from an
anatomical perspective. This is simply noting and writing down,
not correcting or judging.

✓

Assisted Half Moon – Ardha Chandrasana

✓

L Standing Lotus or L Standing 4 point square –Ardha
Baddha Padmansana (Eka Pada)

✓

Reach forward, Reach Down – Ardha Baddha
Padmattasana

✓

Assisted Half Moon – Ardha Chandrasana

Body Part

✓

R Dancer’s Pose – Natarajasana

Observe

✓

L Dancer’s Pose - Natarajasana

What you see

✓

Crow – Bakasana

Feet

✓

Side Crow – Parivrtta Bakasana

Aligned forward?

START AT THE BACK AND WORK UPWARDS

Turned out? Turned in?
Both the same?
Flat feet? High arches?
Achilles
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Align or veer to one side?

Earhole lined over shoulder?

Knees

Head forward/back?

(Back of)

Shoulders forward/back?

Soft / hard flexed /

Shoulder-Hip

Extended / hyper-extended

Shoulder lined up over hip?

Arms

Back

Hang evenly? How? Palms facing? Elbow angle?

Khyphotic?

Hips

Chest caved in?

Palms on sacrum, fingers down, thumbs straight across the
sacrum. Equal?

Hip – knee

Shoulders

Lined up?
Tilt of pelvis?

Level? One higher?
Head

Knee – ankle
Lined up? Hyperextended? Locked?

Centered? Tilted? Turned?

NOW MOVE TO THE SIDE

Ear-ankle
Lined up? If not, where?
From the front

Ear – Shoulder
Feet
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Different from back view?

Use this form to evaluate 3 family or friends of yours.

How?

What to Observe

Kneecaps

Your Observation

Point forward? Go to midline or to outside?

Overall

Hips

#

•#

Breath? Even? Ujjayi?

Any rotation?

#

•#

Comfortable, steady, at ease?

Arms

Feet and Ankles

One more anterior? Where are hands?

#

•#

How aligned?

Shoulders

#

•#

Front foot at 90 degrees?

Same or different from back view?

#

•#

Feet planted firmly?

Head?

#
•#
Weight on each foot (inner foot, outer foot,
balanced)?

What do you notice here?
Share without judgment. This is to teach you to see. Please find
a time to practice this on a friend. The more you train your eye,
the better you will see.
SOMETHING TO NOTE: “Asana doesn’t have alignment,
people have alignment.” Leslie Kaminoff

#
•#
Toes rooting or clinching? Arches? Can you tell if
pada bandha is engaged?
Knees
#

•#

Aligned to center of foot?

#

•#

Locked or soft?
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Pelvis
#

•#

Rotated forward, back or neutral?

#

•#

Through spine to top of head?

#

•#

From heart center through fingertips?

Spine
#

•#

Tadasana as it extends from lumbar?

#

•#

A curve? Compression?

Chest and Collarbone
#

•#

Torso straight over front leg or leaning forward?

#
•#
Torso revolving open, lateral to the floor or turned
toward the floor?
Shoulders, arms fingers
#

•#

Blades drawing down or up to ears?

#

•#

Lower shoulder forward, up or down?

#

•#

Arms reaching out perpendicular to floor?

#

•#

Palms open?

Energy
#

•#

Where is the effort?

#

•#

Thighbones to feet grounding?
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What Happens When You
Meditate

To experience the oneness of everything (inter-being-ness)
To gain the health benefits of meditation which are largely a
result of reducing stress* (Refer to p X in your manual)
What happens to the mind when you meditate?

Meditation is simple. Anyone can learn it. All it takes is the
patience and the courage to sit with yourself silently. The type
of Meditation that Baron Baptiste practices in Journey into
Power asks you to sit and observe your thoughts. This is not
easy for most of us.
But, all too often we are like that poor cowboy in the rodeo,
trying to stay on that out-of-control bucking bronco that is our
mind, is how Dr. Mark Meuse, a theologian and eastern
philosophy scholar, puts it. And the sole purpose of that bronco
is to throw off and send us back into the ego-mind that wants to
control us and our thoughts. But if we can stay on, if we can sit
for even a short time, the benefits are big. And the bucking
slows down!
So, why meditate?
Stop the mind chatter, hit the pause button and find some
space
To develop skills to move through the last 4 limbs of yoga, from
controlling the senses (5), to concentration (6), to meditation (7)
to samadhi or bliss

You may not get to Samadhi every time, but will definitely tune
down the mind chatter
Patanjali talks about ego-self vs. Self. Baron Batiste talks about
“not you” and “real you”
As you sit in meditation, simply observing your thoughts, you
become “real you”, the Seer, the Observer, the Witness of your
thoughts.
You start to notice your thought patterns.
You start to make friends with your mind perhaps no longer
fearful of sitting in silence.
Our ego-mind runs to judgment (of yourself and others), to
competition and that becomes the patterns of our interaction
with the world.
As we spend time with our real selves, we become aware of the
one-ness of everything. Instead of seeing ourselves as
individual waves, we understand that we are the ocean. (John
Muth)
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And with that realization, we begin to interface differently with
the world, with less judgment, less competition and with more
forgiveness, more compassion, more understanding.
And when that happens, the world reacts to us differently.
You also notice that you have certain recurring thought
patterns. And you question them, asking yourself the hard
questions. The answers are sometimes uncomfortable. But with
understanding and recognition, change can begin.
We begin to be able to work from our” discerning” mind
(vijnanamaya kosha), a place that allows us to gain perspective
on our problems and to react from of place of thoughtfulness
rather than from our emotional mind (manomaya kosha). And
our lives become easier.

Sitting in meditation, you start getting acquainted with “real you”
and you start to make friends with “not you” and gently telling
“not you” thoughts – “Get outta here. You are “real me”. And
that critical voice affects you less and less when you know its
source.
And suddenly, you have created space in your mind. And the
space is no longer filled with untamed thoughts.
The “real you” expands into that space. And how good is that?
But the “ego-mind” is tenacious. And the practice is not a magic
wand cure. It must be done frequently.

As the Buddha said “It is easy to shield our bodies against
poisoned arrows from without, but difficult to shield our minds
against poisoned darts from within.” When we practice
observing our minds, we come to the realization that our
thoughts, which we often mistook for reality, are in fact, only
thoughts created by our ego-minds that are the product of our
genes, our upbringing and our life experiences.
Yoga tradition says that pain comes from our identification with
the “not you”. When you realize that your thoughts are just your
ego-mind at work, you come closer to the Self, the” real you”.
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Benefits of Meditation

Dr. Sarah Lazar, Massachusetts General Hospital – a double
blind study on Mindfulness Meditation

Further Information on Research-Based Benefits of Meditation

“What was startling was that the MRI scans showed that
mindfulness groups increased grey matter concentration within:

Research-based evidence of the benefits of meditation

1. the left hippocampus,

Yoga resets your nervous system.

2. the posterior cingulate cortex,

From cardiologist Herbert Benson, MD, founder of the
Mind/Body Institute, Harvard Medical School

3. the temporoparietal junction (TPJ), and
4. the cerebellum.

Any condition “caused or worsened by stress can be
alleviated.”

These brain regions are involved in learning and memory,
emotion regulation, sense of self, and perspective taking.

Relaxation responses decreases metabolism
Lowers blood pressure
Improves heart rate, breathing and brain waves
From Stan Chapman, PhD, a psychologist in the Center for
Pain Medicine at Emory Healthcare
Can reduce the experience of pain and help people manage
stress resulting from having pain

This demonstrates that changes in brain structure may underlie
some of these reported improvements and that people are not
just feeling better because they are spending time relaxing."
Britta Hölzel, the lead author on the paper says, “It is
fascinating to see the brain’s plasticity and that, by practicing
meditation, we can play an active role in changing the brain and
can increase our well-being and quality of life.”

A therapy offered in all comprehensive pain centers
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Other studies

Hot flashes were less intense among meditating women

Significant lowering of blood pressure and heart rate in black
adults (College of Maharishi Vedic Medicine in Fairfield, Iowa,
government sponsored study)

Women struggling with infertility had much less anxiety,
depression, and fatigue following a 10-week meditation
program (along with exercise and nutrition changes); 34%
became pregnant within six months.

Meditation can help thicken the prefrontal cortex of the brain,
helping to reverse the pattern of cognitive function decline as
one ages. (Dr. Sara Lazar, a neuroscientist at Massachusetts
General Hospital)
Stimulate the immune system: mindfulness meditation
increases electrical activity in the areas of the prefrontal cortex
that serve as the command center for the immune system.
When these areas are stimulated, the immune system works
more effectively. (Journal Psychosomatic Medicine)
There is some indication that meditation can reduce
concentrations of the marker C-reactive protein, which is
associated with the development of heart disease.

Women’s Health

New mothers who meditated on images of milk flowing from
their breasts were able to more than double their production of
milk.
Meditation Changes Brain in Good Ways
Monks who practiced Buddhist meditation had evidence of
significantly greater brain activity, called gamma wave activity,
in areas associated with learning.
Any condition that's caused or worsened by stress can be
alleviated through meditation, says cardiologist Herbert
Benson, MD, well known for three decades.
Brain Waves and Meditation – Meditation enables us to move
from higher frequency brain waves to lower frequency, which
activates different centers in the brain.

PMS, infertility problems, and breastfeeding can be improved
when women meditate regularly.
PMS symptoms subsided by 58% when women meditated.
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Slower wavelengths = more time between thoughts = more
opportunity to skillfully choose which thoughts you invest in and
what actions you take.
So what are you waiting for?
Not difficult to learn. It's a skill. You need to practice. In time,
people develop the ability to produce these meditative, very
relaxed states very quickly. When they meditate several times
during the day, they become more relaxed during the entire
day.

Kriyā Meditation
िक्रया
Watch the online lecture and please write any thoughts that this
mediation evoked in your mind.

If meditation just doesn't seem to work, move on to another
relaxation method.
Any practice that can evoke the relaxation response is of
benefit, be it meditation, yoga, breathing, or repetitive prayer.
No reason to believe that one is better than the other.
The key is repetition, but the repetition can be a word, sound,
mantra, prayer, breathing, or movement.
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Shamatha Meditation

Methods of Teaching
Relaxation – Part 1

शमथ
Watch the online lecture and please write any thoughts that this
mediation evoked in your mind.

"The soul that moves in the world of the senses and yet keeps
the senses in harmony... finds rest in quietness."
#

#

#

/ Bhagavad Gita

Teaching a Final Relaxation
Traditionally yoga classes have a relaxation/savasana or
meditation at the end of the class. So in this segment, we will
look at techniques useful at the end of a class.
In sequencing a class, we need to include at least 10% of the
class time or a minimum of 5 minutes at the end of our classes
for relaxation and to start learning meditation techniques. Both
the our bodies and our minds need time to absorb what just
took place through the physical practice. The asana and
pranayama practices ideally balance the mind-body and as one
author writes “we bang on the outside of the nadis (channels)
that carry our prana, our life force, when we do the physical
practice of yoga.” We feel very good from this, and even if we
do nothing else, we feel better. However, to get the full benefit
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from our practice, we must also do some of the mind work and
incorporate the other limbs of yoga (5th pratyahara – controlling
or withdrawing our senses, 6th dharana – finding a single point
focus, 7th dyhana meditating, 8th being in bliss joined to all).
With students new to meditation, the end of a class presents an
excellent opportunity to practice the 5th limb of yoga,
pratyahara, the withdrawal/ controlling of our senses. Let the
class know that we are going to practice moving our sensory
input from the outside world to a single focus that we have
chosen.
Wherever we are, our senses are bombarded, by what we see,
hear, smell, feel or touch and eat. The things that bombard our
senses are not going to go away. So the yoga classroom is the
ideal place to begin to learn how to detach our minds from
those sensations and to react to them in a more beneficial way.
A great yogi was teaching his excited son how to meditate. The
son could not wait – an exciting trip to a mountain peak high up
in the Himalayas. But the lessons were not on a mountaintop.
No, the first and last stop on his journey was and is a place of
unimaginable chaos. The boy was taught to find peace in the
middle of the New Delhi train station.

We are never going to escape life, so we need to learn to deal
with it. To focus our minds in the midst of chaos, because that is
real life – and real life is where we need the skill.
So we begin by offering a focus based on an individual’s
learning style preferences:
Some examples of a single point of concentration could be:
✓

Focusing on your breath feeling the cool intake of the
inhalation and the warmer breath as it exits your body
(kinesthetic)

✓

Silently saying “so” on your inhale and “ham” on your
exhale – Sanskrit which means “I am” (auditory /
kinesthetic))

✓

Visualizing your breath move around the body – down to
the feet and then back out through the nose (visual /
kinesthetic)

✓

Focusing on a mental object: a rose, the sun, a candle,
the face of someone significant (visual)

✓

If there is music, following the music (auditory)

✓

Focusing on a meaningful word such as peace, love, joy,
calm (visual / auditory)
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(Note, after offering some choices, the instructor remains silent
to allow that practice. Maybe once or twice offering saying
softly:” Returning to our focus.”)
And as we work focus our minds, even in this brief period of
times, there will be both interior and exterior distractions.
The interior distractions are of course our thoughts. So the thing
to do is to notice, to become aware and let those thoughts go
and come back to our focus. Again, and again and again. The
mental push-up, taking your mind to the gym.
The exterior distractions come from the real world. At first, we
are annoyed and maybe even angry when someone’s cell
phone goes off. “For crying out loud, in the middle of
relaxation???” But as a teacher, I welcome that cell phone and I
say so. This is a great opportunity to practice mindfulness.
Instead of judging the hapless soul, have a brief blip of
compassion for that poor guy who forgot to turn his phone off,
before returning to your focus. When in the gym one of those
tractor tires crashes down nearby or sirens go off in the street,
simply notice without judgment, and go back to your focus.
What is going to be is going to be. So let it be, and practice not
allowing it to disturb your calm. Allow your focus to be the
loudest noise in your head.

And after practicing this on the mat, even for a short time, you
begin to let things go “off the mat”. You notice that when
someone cuts you off in traffic, you don’t automatically make
rude gestures and shout worse insults out of the window. That
person is always going to be there. And while it makes you feel
better for a few seconds, think about what that does to your
body: it tenses up, turns on your sympathetic nervous system,
your blood pressure goes up. And who needs that? Reminding
ourselves of the last brahmavihara – ignoring the bad – makes
our lives so much calmer and easier. I cannot tell you how
many people I have taught who have come back and told me
how they have started letting go of those damaging reactions
without realizing or trying it. Sometimes our practice slips off the
mat, almost unnoticed.
As Baron Baptiste puts it, yoga teaches you to modulate your
emotions. Does it always work? Heck no! But if we can use our
intelligence, our 4th kosha to reign us in, then we are truly living
yoga. And we are happy and at peace.
What is important in teaching the relaxation/meditation portion
of the class is that you find something that is comfortable for
you to do. Below is a list of resources and different types of
things that others use.
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Application of Principles of
Demonstrating Asanas
Most of the time you will be demonstrating a pose as part of a
vinyasa flow. So you really have to be ready.

Before You Teach:
Consider whom you are teaching. Same for a class at the
senior center and a hot yoga class in a studio?
Know the pose and practice teaching it before you put it into a
class.
That would include:
✓

Principles of alignment

✓

Engaging bandhas

✓

Energy cues

✓

Breathing cues

✓

Quick contraindications (who should modify or omit this
pose)

✓

Options or modifications and assists.

✓

Clear step by step instructions to transitions from the
previous pose

✓

To moving into the next pose

✓

Maintaining the pose

✓

Getting out of the pose

✓

Transitions to the following pose

When Teaching:
Touch all learning styles:
Speak clearly and distinctly
Call the proper breath first!
Tell the class the name of the pose: coming into Forward Fold
(Uttanasana)
Give the cues describing how to come into that pose: Bending
forward from the hips. This will include breathing cues and
engaging the appropriate bandhas.
As you demo that action 57

Adding safety cues as necessary: Checking to make sure that
knee is in line with your ankle.
Offering options: Coming into cobra from plank (demo) or rolling
over the toes into up dog.
Transitioning out of the pose: From plank, let’s push back into
down dog, then walk your feet forward to standing.
Remember to always cue:
1st BREATH
2nd POSE
3rd FOLLOWUP (DIRECTION)
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Anatomy Analysis of Poses

Session Four: Part Two Learning Objectives
1. To learn the anatomy analysis of the equilibrium
Series of Poses and to learn additional methods
to encourage balance in your students
2. To learn basic methods for maintaining balance
3. To learn principles of mindful eating as a
personal practice for both you and for the planet
4. To identify the five koshas and explain what each
represents
5. To learn two more methods of teaching
meditation

The Anatomy Analysis of Poses video is designed to work with
the Series of Poses flashcard. We encourage you to pause the
video whenever an individual muscle is shown on the screen to
read the additional information shown. This includes: ORIGIN,
INSERTION, ACTION, NERVE SUPPLY and ARTERIAL
SUPPLY.

✓

Standing R Leg Raise Front – Utthita Hasta
Padangusthasana A

✓

Standing R Leg Raise Side – Utthita Hasta
Padangusthansana B

✓

Warrior 3 R – Virhabhadrasana 3

✓

Standing L Leg Raise Front – Utthita Hasta
Padangusthasana A

✓

Standing L Leg Raise Side – Utthita Hasta
Padangusthansana B

✓

Warrior 3 L – Virhabhadrasana 3

6. Read Methods of Relaxation Part 2
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✓

R Tree – Vrksasana

✓

R Eagle – Garudasana

✓

L Tree – Vrksasana

#

✓

L Eagle – Garudasana

Standing balance comes out of Tadasana

✓

R Standing Lotus or R Standing 4 point square –Ardha
Baddha Padmansana (Eka Pada)

Standing balance is having the hip bone and ankle in alignment
(Practice)

✓

Reach forward, Reach Down – Ardha Baddha
Padmattasana

Drishti is very important in maintaining balance

✓

Assisted Half Moon – Ardha Chandrasana

✓

L Standing Lotus or L Standing 4 point square –Ardha
Baddha Padmansana (Eka Pada)

Key Elements
Additional Thoughts In Methods to Teach Balance

Pressure of the tongue against the roof of the mouth stabilizes
the neck muscles.
Try easy and let the pose happen
Avoid holding the breath, but instead hold the pose

✓

Reach forward, Reach Down – Ardha Baddha
Padmattasana

✓

Assisted Half Moon – Ardha Chandrasana

✓

R Dancer’s Pose – Natarajasana

✓

L Dancer’s Pose - Natarajasana

If you are usually balanced and you’re not today, check in with
yourself

✓

Crow – Bakasana

Start by doing tree on the floor starting as in Tadasana

✓

Side Crow – Parivrtta Bakasana

Do Warrior 3 on the wall, using either hands on wall or a foot on
the wall or any other trick you know.

Balance is as much in your head and needs to be in your core.
Uddiyana Bandha/Mula Bandha
Losing balance is part of the journey
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Mindful Eating – Personal
Practice

Clean Eating For You and Our
Planet

Being Mindful About Eating and the Dark Chocolate Exercise

Why should you care about pesticides?

While we know that every meal does not lend itself to this
process, an occasional slowing down, and choosing to have a
“silent snack” or “silent supper”, eating mindfully without TV,
smart phones, tablets or other devices, will allow you the
opportunity to make that mind body connection and allow you to
experience what you eat by truly being present.

The EWG points out that there is a growing consensus in the
scientific community that small doses of pesticides and other
chemicals can have adverse effects on health, especially during
vulnerable periods such as fetal development and childhood.

Two excellent books that address mindful eating are:
✓

Eating Mindfully by Susan Albers

✓

Mindless Eating by Brian Wansink

Also, keep in mind that maintaining your family's health is not
the only reason to choose organic food.
Pesticide and herbicide use contaminate groundwater, ruins soil
structures and promotes erosion, and may be a contributor to
"colony collapse disorder," the sudden and mysterious die-off of
pollinating honeybees that threatens the American food supply.
Buying or growing organic food is good for the health of the
planet.
Foods you should always try to buy organic, also known as the
"Dirty Dozen Plus."
This list is updated annually, so check the website from time to
time.
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Nearly all of the data used considered how people typically
wash and prepare produce - for example, apples were washed
and bananas peeled before testing. The following "Dirty Dozen
Plus" had the highest pesticide load, making them the most
important to buy organic versions - or to grow them organically
yourself:

Plus, these, which may contain organophosphate insecticides,
which EWG characterizes as "highly toxic" and of special
concern:
Hot peppers
Blueberries (domestic)

Apples
Strawberries
Grapes
Celery
Peaches
Spinach
Sweet bell peppers
Nectarines (imported)
Cucumbers
Cherry tomatoes
Snap peas (imported)
Potatoes

The Clean 15 These have very low pesticide loads and are safe
to eat if not organic. However, there is more to consider than
just the pesticide residues that we eat. Although peeled foods
such as mangoes, avocados and kiwis may spare us from
significant pesticide exposure, it is possible that large amounts
of pesticides and herbicides are used on the farms from which
these originate, contaminating groundwater, promoting erosion
and otherwise damaging local ecosystems. To help promote the
health of the planet as well as your own health, it's best to buy
organic whenever possible.
Avocados
Sweet corn
Pineapples
Cabbage
Sweet peas (frozen)
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Onions

Blue Zones

Asparagus
Mangoes
Papayas

Pay close attention to the video and feel free to research more
on this subject on your own! Please make any notes that are
pertinent to your though process below:

Kiwi
Eggplant
Grapefruit
Cantaloupe (domestic)
Cauliflower
Sweet potatoes
Kiwi
Eggplant
Grapefruit
Cantaloupe (domestic)
Cauliflower
Sweet potatoes
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61 Point Meditation

#

13.# Right Shoulder

#

14.# Base of the Front of the Neck

Please watch the video in your training and participate in the
meditation.

Left Side of Body
#

15.# Left Shoulder

#

1.#

Center of forehead

#

16.# Left Elbow

#

2.#

Base of the front of the neck

#

17.# Left Wrist

Right Side of Body

#

18.# Left Thumb

#

3.#

Right Shoulder

#

19.# Left Index Finger

#

4.#

Right Elbow

#

20.# Left Middle Finger

#

5.#

Right Wrist

#

21.# Left Ring Finger

#

6.#

Right Thumb

#

22.# Left Little Finger

#

7.#

Right Index Finger

#

23.# Left Wrist

#

8.#

Right Middle Finger

#

24.# Left Elbow

#

9.#

Right Ring Finger

#

25.# Left Shoulder

#

10.# Right Little Finger

Front of the Body

#

11.# Right Wrist

#

26.# Base of the Front of the Neck

#

12.# Right Elbow

#

27.# Center of Chest
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#

28.# Right of Chest

#

45.# Pubis

#

29.# Center of Chest

#

46.# Left Hip

#

30.# Left of Chest

#

47.# Left Knee

#

31.# Center of Chest

#

48.# Left Ankle

#

32.# Navel

#

49.# Left Big Toe

#

33.# Middle of the pelvic area

#

50.# Left Second Toe

#

34.# Right Hip

#

51.# Left Third Toe

#

35.# Right Knee

#

52.# Left Fourth Toe

#

36.# Right Ankle

#

53.# Left Little Toe

#

37.# Right Big Toe

#

54.# Left Ankle

#

38.# Right Second Toe

#

55.# Left Knee

#

39.# Right Third Toe

#

56.# Left Hip

#

40.# Right Fourth Toe

#

57.# Pubis

#

41.# Right Little Toe

#

58.# Navel

#

42.# Right Ankle

#

59.# Center of Chest

#

43.# Right Knee

#

60.# Base of the Front of the Neck

#

44.# Right Hip

#

61. Center of the Forehead
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#

▪#

May I be happy.

#

▪#

May I be healthy.

The Loving-Kindness Meditation.

#

▪#

May I be at home in my skin.

Please watch the video and participate in the meditation.

Now to someone you care about very much. Keep their image
in mind.

The Metta Meditation

The Metta Meditation comes from Buddhism and is designed to
help create compassion in the meditator. Through it, we go
through a process of wishing safety, well-being, health and
peace on various people in our lives, starting with those to
whom it is easy to wish well. Then we progress to those to
whom it is harder to wish well and to feel compassion for. We
always start with ourselves because if we can’t love ourselves,
who can? We end the meditation by progressing to “all beings”.
As they say, “be the change you want to see”. And when that
change is felt by the other, his or her reactions to you begin to
alter. So when you come from a place of love and compassion
rather than anger or irritation, the results are different. And the
change was in you.

#
▪# May __X___ be free from harm and danger, both
physical and emotional.
#

▪#

May __X___ be happy.

#

▪#

May __X___ be healthy.

#

▪#

May __X___ be at home in my skin.

Now to a mentor, or someone you admire
#
▪# May __X___ be free from harm and danger, both
physical and emotional.
#

▪#

May __X___ be happy.

#

▪#

May __X___ be healthy.

The Metta Meditation

#

▪#

May __X___ be at home in my skin.

#
▪# May I be free from harm and danger, both physical
and emotional.

Now to a random person whom you do not know well – the
mailman, the UPS carrier, the clerk at the grocery store, etc.
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#
▪# May __X___ be free from harm and danger, both
physical and emotional.
#

▪#

May __X___ be happy.

#

▪#

May __X___ be healthy.

#

▪#

May __X___ be at home in my skin.

Now to someone who is causing you difficulty – boyfriend,
husband, friend, enemy, boss at work.
#
▪# May __X___ be free from harm and danger, both
physical and emotional.
#

▪#

May __X___ be happy.

#

▪#

May __X___ be healthy.

#

▪#

May __X___ be at home in my skin.

Now to all beings.
#
▪# May all beings be free from harm and danger, both
physical and emotional.
#

▪#

May all beings be happy.

Methods of Teaching
Relaxation – Part 2
Last session we looked at how to create a relaxation portion of
your class using the 5th limb of yoga, pratyahara or withdrawal
of the senses (controlling the senses). This session we will look
at a couple of other options and resources. As we stressed
yesterday, you need to find something that is “you” and
something that you are comfortable doing. As you progress in
your yoga journey, you will expand your horizons and find other
things that will work or you will begin to deepen the ones that
do.
The whole point is to create a space where your students can
1) have time to process their experience and 2) have the
opportunity to learn to create space in their minds.
In that relaxation period you would like your students to go into
an alpha (relaxed) brainwave state or on the edge of the
alpha/theta where they are aware and alert, but deeply relaxed,
just before sleep. Key here will be the type of music you use.
Ideal music for these states is between 55-65 beats a minute.
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Types of Relaxation Exercises
In the relaxations below, the instructor will be speaking for most
of the time. This is very important for those who cannot let go
easily or who say they can’t relax. If your relaxation is long
enough, you can speak for 2/3s or so and then be silent at the
end
Focus on the physical body:
Many times you will guide your meditation suggesting that your
students focus on relaxing a part or parts of their bodies. After
you read all of the below paragraphs, please move on to the
last two videos for this Session and the first you will hear about
will be 61 Point meditation.

Single chakras: Easy to come up with visualizations for each
one. I might choose Manipuri or solar plexus chakra. I would
focus on the characteristics of the chakra in what I said and
visualizing a beautiful yellow light infusing our bodies.
All Seven Chakras: Starting at the base chakras and moving up
the spine. Focusing briefly on the color of the chakra and its
characteristics.
Other Visualization:
A guided meditation, taking students on a journey to a place of
calm and peace. There are many books with scripts, especially
for beginners, but one you make up yourself after you get some
ideas is often most effective because it comes from the heart.

Chakra-based visualization:

Ideals/ Positive Values:

Heart Chakra: As an example, suppose you were teaching a
themed class of heart opening. During the relaxation you could
ask the students to imagine themselves in Warrior 2 feeling and
seeing your heart strong and open, your body standing tall (not
leaning forward or back), your feet firmly grounded to the earth
supported by your strong legs, your drishti firmly ahead over
second and third fingers. Continue the visualization with the
suggestion that your students we are strong and ready to be in
our lives. Our hearts and minds open to accept and deal with
whatever comes our way.

Perhaps choosing a yama or niyama that you have used as a
class focus. Let’s say ahimsa. And go from there.
Breathing:
Mental alternate nostril breathing is great for people who have
busy minds.
There are many resources available that you can use for
jumping off points to do a relaxation or meditation at the end of
class. Download samples and read reviews to find those that
are in sync with your values.
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SESSION
five:
earth

EARTH Series of Poses
~ Please follow along with the Series of Poses flashcard ~

Session Five: Part One Learning Objectives
1. To learn the Earth Series of Poses
2. To experience a walking meditation
3. To explain key concepts from the Bhagavad Gītā,
and to analyze the lesson that Arjuna must learn
in the Bhagavad Gītā

✓

R Three Legged Dog – Tripada Adho Mukha Svanasana

✓

Mid Lunge – Anjaneyasana

✓

Warrior Two – Virabhadrasana 2

✓

Reverse Warrior – Viparita Virabhadrasana

✓

Side Angle (Extended) – Parsvakonasana (Utthita)

✓

Side Angle (Bound) – Parivrtta Baddha Parsvakonasana

✓

Bird of Paradise – Svarga Dvijansana

✓

Warrior Two – Virabhadrasana 2

✓

Reverse Triangle – Viparita Trikonasana

✓

Triangle – Trikonasana

Flow

4. To begin discussing the business of Yoga and
understanding what is involved to own your own
studio.
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REPEAT OTHER SIDE TO FLOW AND DOWNWARD
FACING DOG

MEET IN FORWARD FOLD
✓

Mid Lunge R - Anjaneyasana B “STEP YOUR LEFT
FOOT BACK”

✓

R Mid Lunge – Anjaneyasana

✓

Deep Side Lunge – Skandasana L,R,L,R

✓

Deep Side Lunge - Skandasana LRLR

✓

Standing Straddle Bend – Prasarita Padottanasana (with
variations like Right Hand and Left hand up)

✓

Goddess - Utkata Konasana

✓

Standing Straddle Bend

✓

Pyramid L – Parsvottanasana

✓

Twisting Pyramid L – Parivrrta Parsvottanasa

✓

Forward Fold – Uttanasana

✓

Pyramid R – Parsvottanasana

✓

Twisting Pyramid R – Parivrrta Parsvottanasa

Optional Inversions here also: Dolphin – Makara (Ardha Pincha
Mayurasana) OR Forearm Stand (Pincha Mayurasana) OR
Crow – Bakasana, OR Side Crow – Parsva Bakasana OR
Headstand – Salamba Sirasana OR Handstand – Adho Mukha
Vrksasana

MEET IN FORWARD FOLD FACING FRONT OF MAT

Optional Inversions: Dolphin – Makara (Ardha Pincha
Mayurasana) OR Forearm Stand (Pincha Mayurasana) OR
Crow – Bakasana, OR Side Crow – Parsva Bakasana OR
Headstand – Salamba Sirasana OR Handstand – Adho Mukha
Vrksasana
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A Walking Meditation
“Walking is a great way to integrate mindfulness into your
everyday life”
But in everyday life, walking is usually an established and
habituated action that requires very little concentration.

✓

Walking Meditation Experience

✓

Allow time for transportation to/from

✓

15-minute walking meditation (15-min walk, 15 min
journaling)

✓

Lunch

It becomes autonomous: It’s easy to slip into a semi-conscious
state of walking, where the legs are moving but the mind is
thinking about something different altogether.

You can choose to go wherever you want: a park, a mall, a
busy city street, up, down and around the sidewalk. All we ask
is that you do this 15-minute mindful walking exercise. Then
you are free till return time.

It’s a movement away from the present moment, away from the
direct experience of life.

“Walking is a great way to integrate mindfulness into your
everyday life”

It can sometimes feel as though we’re so busy remembering,
planning and analyzing life that we forget to experience life –as it actually is, rather than how we think it should be.

Directions for your walk

Below is an exercise in walking meditation from the mindfulness
experts at Headspace. Try it out -- it will help you become
present and connect to what is happening in the here and now.
And luckily, it’s perfectly suited to a busy life; you probably
already walk a lot throughout the day anyway, so all you’re
doing is directing the mind in a different way as you continue to
do what you’ve always done.”

#
2.#
area.

#
1.# How does your body feel, as you begin to walk?
Don’t change, just observe.
Observe your surroundings. Especially if in an urban

#
3.# See what is around you, just NOTICE, not thinking,
not judging.
#
4.# Thinking and judgment are going to happen. When
you notice, just acknowledge it and go back to observing.
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#
5.#
them.

Then notice sounds without getting caught up in

#
6.# Same for smells. Notice the power of smells.
Memories? Stories? Again resist. Just notice.
#
7.# Notice physical sensations. Could be environment,
could be your arms moving, the rhythm of your feet moving.
Again, don’t get caught up in evaluating. Just notice.
#
8.# Keep noticing without judging. Come back to the
sensation of walking, your soles touching the ground. Use this
as your home plate. (this would be like following the breath in a
meditation practice).

perhaps you might feel a sense of relief at the opportunity of
being able to rest for a few seconds.”
FEEL OBSERVE NOTICE
What’s around you, sounds, smells, touch (air, sun, clothing,
feet walking, etc.). Use all of your senses except taste.
OBSERVE
Your reactions.

#
9.# You are not trying to remove your attention from what
is around you. Keep it in your periphery Just gently notice and
return to your focus.
#
10.# “Now because you’ll be more present, more aware,
it’s quite likely that your mental habits (your usual ways of
thinking) will also become more apparent. Usually, we’re so
caught up in the thoughts themselves, that we hardly notice our
reactions to all these things. For example, how do you feel
when the rhythm is broken by a red pedestrian light, and you
are forced to stand and wait to resume walking? Is there a
feeling of impatience, of wanting to move, to get on? Do you
find yourself jockeying for position with other people? Or
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Bhagavad Gītā – Part 1

Business of Yoga – Part 1

भगवद् गीता
Often referred to as the Gita, is a 700-verse Hindu scripture that
is part of the epic Mahabharata (chapters 23–40 of Bhishma
Parva).

Watch the online lecture.

What is the lesson that Arjuna has to learn?
What do his lessons have to do with us today?
What does the Atman refer to?
What is the second Kleisha? Sanskrit and Meaning?
What is Dharma?
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Being Present Exercise
You will need a partner for this. Once you watch the video, and
perform the exercise, please answer these questions:
#

1.#

What was it like to really listen?

#

2.#

Were you irritated or interested?

#
3.# Were you having a hard time not interrupting or
planning what you would say?
#

4.#

How did it feel to have a focused listener?

#
5.# Can you think of times that waiting and listening
would have produced a better outcome?
#

6.#

How hard would it be to start listening?
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Anatomy Analysis of Poses
The Anatomy Analysis of Poses video is designed to work with
the Series of Poses flashcard. We encourage you to pause the
video whenever an individual muscle is shown on the screen to
read the additional information shown. This includes: ORIGIN,
INSERTION, ACTION, NERVE SUPPLY and ARTERIAL
SUPPLY.

Session Five: Part Two Learning Objectives

✓

R Three Legged Dog – Tripada Adho Mukha Svanasana

1. To learn the anatomy analysis of the Earth Series
of Poses

✓

Mid Lunge – Anjaneyasana

✓

Warrior Two – Virabhadrasana 2

2. To discuss the Bhagavad Gītā further and
explore key concepts such as atman, dharma,
and real vs. unreal

✓

Reverse Warrior – Viparita Virabhadrasana

✓

Side Angle (Extended) – Utthita Parsvakonasana

✓

Side Angle (Bound) – Parivrtta Baddha Parsvakonasana

✓

Bird of Paradise – Svarga Dvijansana

✓

Warrior Two – Virabhadrasana 2

✓

Reverse Triangle – Viparita Trikonasana

3. To learn methods that you can use to create selfefficacy
4. To discuss the Business of Yoga Part 2. Ask
yourself what it means to become a “pro” and
what selfless service means
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✓

Triangle – Trikonasana

MEET IN FORWARD FOLD

Flow

REPEAT OTHER SIDE TO FLOW AND DOWNWARD
FACING DOG

✓

Mid Lunge R - Anjaneyasana B “STEP YOUR LEFT
FOOT BACK”

✓

Deep Side Lunge - Skandasana LRLR

✓

R Mid Lunge – Anjaneyasana B

✓

Goddess - Utkata Konasana

✓

Deep Side Lunge – Skandasana L,R,L,R

✓

Standing Straddle Bend

✓

Standing Straddle Bend – Prasarita Padottanasana (with
variations like Right Hand and Left hand up)

✓

Pyramid L – Parsvottanasana

✓

Twisting Pyramid L – Parivrrta Parsvottanasa

✓

Forward Fold – Uttanasana

✓

Pyramid R – Parsvottanasana

✓

Twisting Pyramid R – Parivrrta Parsvottanasa

Optional Inversions here also: Dolphin – Makara (Ardha Pincha
Mayurasana) OR Forearm Stand (Pincha Mayurasana) OR
Crow – Bakasana, OR Side Crow – Parsva Bakasana OR
Headstand – Salamba Sirasana OR Handstand – Adho Mukha
Vrksasana

MEET IN FORWARD FOLD FACING FRONT OF MAT

Optional Inversions: Dolphin – Makara (Ardha Pincha
Mayurasana) OR Forearm Stand (Pincha Mayurasana) OR
Crow – Bakasana, OR Side Crow – Parsva Bakasana OR
Headstand – Salamba Sirasana OR Handstand – Adho Mukha
Vrksasana
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Bhagavad Gītā: Part 2
भगवद् गीता

Creating Self-Efficacy in Your
Students

Arjuna does not want to fight. Why?
Krishna tells him why he must fight. Why?

Watch the online lecture.

Krishna tells him he must fight and he must not be attached to
the outcome of his efforts.
Take a few minutes to write 10 things you are attached to or
that you are doing and the outcome of them is important to you.
Give some thought to your sva-dharma. What do you think it
might be?
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Business of Yoga – Part 2
Watch the online lecture.
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SESSION
six:
fire

FIRE Series of Poses
~ Please follow along with the Series of Poses flashcard ~

✓

Locust (also, called Grasshopper Pose) – Salabhasana

✓

Half Bow – Ardha Dhanurasana

✓

Full Bow – Dhanurasana

✓

Half Camel – Ardha Ustrasana

✓

Full Camel – Ustrasana

✓

Bridge – Setu Bandhasana

1. To learn the Fire Series of Poses

✓

Wheel – Urdhva Dhanusrasana or Chakrasana

2. To develop a methodology to effectively teach to
multiple learning styles and to clarify how you
best receive information and decide how that
affects their teaching style

✓

Supine Bound Angle (also called Reclining Butterfly) –
Supta Baddha Konasana

Session Six: Part One Learning Objectives

3. To learn about Drishti Beats Teacher Training
ethics and to suggest personal ethical conduct
4. To use stories from The Yoga Sutras to illuminate
key concepts
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Different Learning Style
Teachers teach to their learning style. What about all the other
people in your class? Which learning style are you?

Ethical Behavior
The Drishti Beats Code of Ethics and developing your own
ethical code. Who do you want to be?

Visual Learning
#

Strengths:

Auditory Learning
#

Strengths:

Drishti Beats Code of Ethics
#
I will put each class members needs and the class as a
whole in front of my own needs.
#
I will maintain my current education as well as further my
education.

Kinesthetic
#

Strengths:

What works for you when you take a yoga class?
What frustrates you?
What you REALLY wish the teacher would do?
Come up with a method of teaching a pose that will reach all
learning styles.

#
I will maintain a positive and professional manner. I will
guide and inspire my class to achieve their goals.
#
Every class will personify the joy and bliss that is Drishti
Beats Yoga.
Etiquette | Safety | Values | Appearance
In evaluating your own ethics consider the Yamas and the
Niyamas. Allow these to help shape your behavior.
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4 Stories From the Yoga Sūtras
सूत्र
Please watch the online talk and take notes.
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Anatomy Analysis of Poses
The Anatomy Analysis of Poses video is designed to work with
the Series of Poses flashcard. We encourage you to pause the
video whenever an individual muscle is shown on the screen to
read the additional information shown. This includes: ORIGIN,
INSERTION, ACTION, NERVE SUPPLY and ARTERIAL
SUPPLY.

Session Six: Part Two Learning Objectives
1. To learn the anatomy analysis of the Fire series of
poses

✓

Locust (also, called Grasshopper Pose) – Salabhasana

✓

Half Bow – Ardha Dhanurasana

2. To learn how to use the Yamas and Niyamas and
the 8 limbs of yoga as a personal path to
determine a point of departure for ethical
behavior, and to explain how each of the Yamas
and Niyamas can influence our behavior as a
teacher and a selfless servant

✓

Full Bow – Dhanurasana

✓

Half Camel – Ardha Ustrasana

✓

Full Camel – Ustrasana

✓

Bridge – Setu Bandhasana

✓

Wheel – Urdhva Dhanusrasana or Chakrasana

✓

Supine Bound Angle (also called Reclining Butterfly) –
Supta Baddha Konasana

3. To learn methods of teaching Off the Mat
4. To preview what the coming anatomy sessions
regarding systems of the body will cover
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Yamas & Niyams
YAMAS यम

Don’t run into the next teacher’s time

APARIGRAHA (lack of greed, non-coveting)
Someone else’s time-slot

AHIMSA (non-harming or non-violence to self and others)

Someone else’s body or better-looking pose, flexibility

Poses
Words and language that we use

BRAMACHARYA (moderation in all things, controlling the
impulses that lead to excess.)
Dating students

SATYA (truthfulness)

Attention to dress and touching during adjustments

If you don’t know, say so.
If it is beyond your scope as a yoga teacher, “See your doctor,
chiropractor, masseuse, etc). Don’t give medical advice

NIYAMAS िनयम

Get subs for real reasons
SAUCHA (cleanliness)
ASTEYA (non-stealing)

Fresh, clean clothes

Time, begin and end on time

Freshen up if you were sweating before

Be present. If you are not there, they will know it.

No perfume or scents
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Teaching Off the Mat
SANTOSHA (contentment)
General contentment is contagious
If only three show, teach happily

1.# Practice teaching off the mat in small steps. For example,
Sun Salutations.
2.# At first, write your sequences out and practice them on
your cat or your stuffed animal.

TAPAS (heat, perseverance)
Keep up your personal practice
Your teaching is not your practice

SVADAHAYA (self-study)

3.# Keep your teaching and sequences simple in the
beginning. Practice teaching off the mat in some of the
Practicum exercises.
4.# If you are doing sequences on one side, keep them short
and uncomplicated so that you have no problem remembering
them. That way you won't forget what you've done when you
get to the other side.

Always more to learn. Study. Take workshops and trainings.
Take other yoga classes
Self-study: ask yourself the hard questions

5.# Try out some ways (breath, minute hand on clock, timer)
to make sure that you hold the poses the same amount of time
on each side. It is hard to do when you have to guide students
into the pose.

ISHVARA PRANIDHANA (surrender)

6.# Options, options, options. Teach to the middle level of the
class with options for each end.

Stay connected to what led you to the path of a teacher.

7.#

Try to visualize the postures as you give them verbally.
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8.# Assess who is in front of you. Have the flexibility to adjust
your plan for the class if 10 beginners show up, and your
advanced practitioners are not there.
9.# Practice truly makes perfect, okay, okay, not perfect but
easy. So, practice and you will get better with time. But be easy
on yourself if you screw up. It will happen.
10.# Be honest. Students have ESP about this anyway. So, if
you mess up, admit it, laugh and go one. Your mistakes will be
viewed in the way that you accept them. Be true to you and
your style.

Brief Overview of the 11
Systems
1. Skeletal
2. Muscular
3. Cardiovascular
4. Digestive
5. Endocrine
6. Nervous
7. Respiratory
8. Immune
9. Urinary
10. Reproductive
11. Integumentary
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SESSION
SEVEN:
DEEP
CENTER

DEEP CENTER Series of Poses
~ Please follow along with the Series of Poses flashcard ~

✓

Scissor Legs

✓

30/60/90 Lifts

✓

Abdominal Twists

✓

Boat – Navasana

✓

Crossed Ankle Lift

Session Seven: Part One Learning Objectives
1. To learn the Deep Center Series of Poses
2. To learn the musculoskeletal and circulatory
systems of the body
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Musculoskeletal & Circulatory
Systems
Watch the online lectures.

Shapes of Bones
Long
Short
Flat

Skeletal System
Includes all of the bones and joints in the body.
Each bone is made up of many cells, protein fibers, and
minerals.
Acts as a scaffold by providing support and protection for the
soft tissues.

Irregular
Sesamoid
Normal Shapes of the Spine
Cervical Lordosis
Thoracic Kyphosis
Lumbar Lordosis

Provides attachments to allow for movement at the joints.
Sacral Kyphosis

Classification of Bones
Function of Bones
Axial Skeleton-skull, vertebrae, rib cage
Support
Appendicular Skeleton-upper limbs, lower limbs, and girdles to
attach limbs to the body

Protection
Movement
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Mineral and Growth Factor Storage
Blood Cell Transformation

Each muscle is a discrete organ made of skeletal muscle
tissue, blood vessels, tendons, and nerves.
Muscle tissue is also found in the heart, digestive organ, and
blood vessels.

Fat Storage
Hormone Production
Joints

Types of Muscle

Ball and Socket

Visceral

Hinge

Cardiac

Compressive

Skeletal

Complex
Ligaments

Names of Skeletal Muscles

Incongruencies

Location
Origin and Insertion

Muscular System

Number of Origins
Shape, Size, and Direction

Responsible for movement of the body.
Approximately 700 muscles make up roughly half the body’s
weight.

Function
Makeup of the Muscles
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Muscles – Stretching Static
Muscles – Stretching Facilitated
Muscles – Stretching Dynamic

Circulatory Systems
Watch the online lectures on Cardiovascular, Lymph, and
Immune systems.
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Anatomy Analysis of Poses
The Anatomy Analysis of Poses video is designed to work with
the Series of Poses flashcard. We encourage you to pause the
video whenever an individual muscle is shown on the screen to
read the additional information shown. This includes: ORIGIN,
INSERTION, ACTION, NERVE SUPPLY and ARTERIAL
SUPPLY.

Session Seven: Part Two Learning Objectives

✓

Scissor Legs

✓

30/60/90 Lifts

✓

Abdominal Twists

✓

Boat – Navasana

✓

Crossed Ankle Lift

1. To learn the anatomy analysis of the Deep Center
Series of Poses
2. To learn the anatomy and physiology of the rest
of the systems of the body
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Systems of the Body — Part 2
Continue watching the online lectures.

Nervous System
Peripheral Nervous System
Central Nervous System

Integumentary System
The Synapse
Functions
Protection

Respiratory System

Excretion
Parts

Sensory Perception

Nose

Vitamin
Composed of
Skin

Trachea
Lungs

Hair
Nails

Digestive System

Exocrine Glands
Oral Cavity
Esophagus
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Stomach

Reproductive System

Liver
Pancreas

Scrotum

Small Intestine

Testes

Large Intestine

Sex Glands

Rectum

Penis

Anus

Ovaries
Fallopian Tubes

Urinary System

Uterus
Vagina

Kidneys

Vulva

Ureters

Mammary Glands

Urinary Bladder

Breasts

Urethra
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Endocrine System

Mineralocorticoids
Aldosterone

Pituitary Gland

Adrenaline

Adrenocorticotrophic Hormone

Pancreas

Follicle Stimulating Hormone

Gastrin

Growth Hormone

Glucagon

Luteinizing Hormone

Insulin

Thyroid Stimulating Hormone

Somatostatin

Antidiuretic Hormone

Vasoactive Intestinal Peptide

Oxytocin

Ovaries

Thyroid Gland

Estrogen

Parathyroid Gland

Progesterone

Thymus Gland

Testes

Adrenal Glands

Testosterone

Glucocorticoids
Hydrocortisone
Corticosterone
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SESSION
EIGHT:
EXPAND

EXPAND Series of Poses
~ Please follow along with the Series of Poses flashcard ~

✓

Half Pigeon –Eka Pada Rajakapotasana

✓

Double Pigeon – Dwipada Rajakapotasana

✓

Seated Supine Twist – Ardha Matsyendrasana

✓

Seated Supine Twist with Leg Lift

1. To learn the Expand Series of Poses

✓

Cow Face Pose - Gomukhasana

2. To learn about Prenatal and Postpartum
considerations

✓

Frog – Bhekasana

Session Eight: Part One Learning Objectives

3. To learn about teaching to multiple populations in
a class, specifically pregnant ladies
4. To learn about the ethics of assisting and to
develop and understanding for helping students
into proper alignment
5. To develop comprehension of the when’s,
where’s, how’s, and why’s of both physical and
non-physical adjustments
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Prenatal & Postpartum
Considerations

Teaching a Multi Level Class
Please watch the online lecture.

Please watch the online lecture.
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The Ethics of Assisting
#

1.#

Ask first. Know your students.

#
2.# Practice ahimsa in both verbal and physical contact
when you make an assist.
#
3.# Tell the student what you are going to do and what
you are doing as you do it.
#

4.#

If you touch, follow the line of the muscles.

#

5.#

Always assist proximally, not distally.

#
6.# Make sure that the quality and location of your touch
cannot be misunderstood and recognize that you are
transferring energy or energy fields.

#
2.# It the assist your need or theirs? This is where the
concept of non-attachment is critical. Be non-attached to the
outcome of the assist if you make one. Why do you feel the
need to assist?
#
3.# Should every student in your class look like a pose
for Yoga Journal or an ad for Hard Tail?
#
4.# Yoga class should be a non-judgmental environment
– a “soft place to fall”, with the freedom to experiment, and to
succeed or fail without feeling judged.

Student
#
1.#
assist.

Take a good look at the student you are about to

#
2.# Steady and comfortable? Uneven or ragged breath?
Strain written all over the body?

What to think about before making an assist
Teacher
#

1.#

First take a good look at yourself.

#
3.# Some students will go and push much harder than
they should. They want to look like the picture or they may want
to feel like they are getting the maximum benefit physically from
the pose. It becomes your job to help them adjust the pose so
that the breathing is even, so that the sense of tension and
strain is gone. This does not mean that the student should not
sweat, breathe fast or push themselves at all.
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#
4.# If the student is new to yoga, all the poses and
information may be too much for them to absorb at once.
Frequently after several classes, the “newbie” begins to
self-correct. Give them time. Only assist safety issues.
Then, decide whether manually assisting this pose is a good
thing at this point in time or not.
Assisting Without Touch: Non-verbal, Visual.
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Anatomy Analysis of Poses
The Anatomy Analysis of Poses video is designed to work with
the Series of Poses flashcard. We encourage you to pause the
video whenever an individual muscle is shown on the screen to
read the additional information shown. This includes: ORIGIN,
INSERTION, ACTION, NERVE SUPPLY and ARTERIAL
SUPPLY.

Session Eight: Part Two Learning Objectives
1. Learn the anatomy analysis of the Expand Series
of Poses

✓

Half Pigeon –Eka Pada Rajakapotasana

✓

Double Pigeon – Dwipada Rajakapotasana

✓

Seated Supine Twist – Ardha Matsyendrasana

✓

Seated Supine Twist with Leg Lift

✓

Cow Face Pose - Gomukhasana

✓

Frog – Bhekasana

2. Develop a methodology to use safely and
effectively for sequencing in designing a class
3. To begin exploring the traditional classic text of
yoga
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Develop a Methodology
An overview into the methodology to use safely and effectively
in sequencing a class.

Twisting Standing Poses
Prepare for them with standing twist free poses that open the
hamstrings, hips, spine and shoulder girdle, and Gradually
open the spine.

Standing Poses
Generally, outside of Sun Salutations teach externally rotated
hip asana (Warrior 2, triangle, and extended angle first).
Avoid switch back and forth between internally rotated hips
(warrior 3, revolved triangle, Warrior 1 and Pyramid) and
externally rotated hips (Warrior 2, Triangle, Side Angle and Sun/
Reverse Warrior).
Good for backbends, especially those which open hip flexors
and ilio-psoas.
Standing asanas energize and stimulate the first three chakra.
Standing balance: avoid switch from internal to external rotation
(and vice versa) as going from half-moon to revolved
half-moon. Too much pressure on hip joint.

Twists
Build up to with forward folds and side bends and backbends so
big muscles are warmed up and allow smaller deeper muscles
to increase rotation.
Good prep for backbends and passive backbends such as
bridge help neutralize intense twists.

Abs
Warm the body.Stay away from deep backbends after deep
core strengthening. Neutralize the spine first. Good to
restabilize the lumbar spine after backbends, with a counter
stretch.
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Backbends
✓

At the peak of the practice

✓

Prepare with shoulder flexion openers such as Down
Dog, Cow Face and Eagle

✓

Prepare with standing poses to open quads, hips and
groin; i.e., anjaneyasana (low lunge) incorporating
shoulder flexion

✓

Stay away from forward bend positions of the spine until
the entire back bending series is complete and the spine
has been neutralized. However, suggesting your
students to draw their knees into their chest, as an
interim rest,

✓

Go to a neutral spine after backbends (savasana or
happy baby)

✓

Seated forward bending only after warmed up,
especially hips

✓

Balasana (child’s) and Baddha Konasana (bound angle)
good prep poses

✓

Bridge good counter pose

Forward bends
✓

Awaken through other asana

✓

Best when warmed up some
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The Classic Texts of Yoga
The Vedas

✓

About the same date as The Yoga Sutras

✓

First descriptions of the subtle body

✓

Bhagavad Gita is considered part of the Upanishads

✓

Focus moves from priests performing rituals to sitting
near a teacher to learn

✓

Veda means knowledge or wisdom

✓

Earliest known writings on yoga

✓

The word yuj or yoke from which the word yoga is
derived is used to join the mind to the Divine

✓

Dates from about 1500-1100 BCE

✓

Written by sage Yogindra

✓

In Sanskrit, handed down to seers, known as “rishsis”

✓

Date circa 1350 CE

✓

The Rig Veda the oldest) of the 4 Vedas

✓

Earliest teaching instruction on hatha yoga

✓

Focus is on rituals

✓

Includes instruction on pranayama, asana, mudras and
kriyas

✓

Still used today

The Hatha Yoga Pradipika

The Upanishads
✓

Upanishad means “sitting down near a teacher to learn”

✓

Date around 700 BCE
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Yoga in the U.S. and the West
In 1893 Swami Vivekananda came to US spoke to the World
Parliament of Religions in Chicago. “Sisters and brothers of
America,” he began to a standing ovation.
In 1920 Paramahansa Yogananda came to the US and his
1946 Autobiography of a Yogi remains a classic.
Walt and Magana Baptiste started a studio in the ’50s. They
were students of Yogananda. Walt’s father was influenced by
Vivekananda. Their children, Sherri and Baron both continue in
the family tradition.
Sri Krishnamacharya is often called the “father” of yoga
because many his students became influential teachers of
yoga.

practice that is responsive to your own needs and adaptable to
your age, health, and lifestyle.

Other schools and styles among many
✓

Sivananda Yoga Vedanta Centers, headquartered in
Montreal started by Swami Sivananda Saraswati

✓

Amrit Desai founded the Kripalu Yoga Ashram

✓

Swami Satchidananda, another of Swami Sivananda’s
disciples, Integral Yoga Institute includes an ashram in
Yogaville, VA and has 40 branches. Satchidananda also
opened the Woodstock festival in 1969, echoing
Vivekananda’s greeting of 75 years earlier: “My beloved
sisters and brothers.”

B. K. S. Iyengar Light on Yoga, still a classic, published in the
US in 1966.
Patthabi Jois founded Ashtanga Yoga. In 1948, he established
the Ashtanga Yoga Research Institute in Mysore, India.
T.K.V. Desikachar wrote The Heart of Yoga to use his father
Krishnamacharya's system of viniyoga to develop a personal
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SESSION
NINE:
LENGTHENING

LENGTHENING Series of Poses
~ Please follow along with the Series of Poses flashcard ~

Session Nine: Part One Learning Objectives
1. To learn the Lengthening Series of Poses
2. To learn about and practice using the sound OM.
3. To learn about movements of the major joints
4. To learn the methodology for leading a brief
laughter session and gain an understanding of
the health benefits of laughter both emotionally
and intellectually

✓

Seated Single Leg Extension R – Upavistha Janu
Sirasana

✓

Seated Single Leg Extension L – Upavistha Janu
Sirasana

✓

Seated Forward Bend – Paschimottanasana

✓

Seated Forward Bend Wide Legs – Upavistha Prasarita
Padottanasana

✓

Seated Forward Bend Wide Legs Side Angle –
Upavistha Prasarita Parsva Padottanasana

✓

Splits – Hanumanasana

✓

Table Top – Ardha Purvottanasana

✓

Fish – Matsyasana

5. Review The Subtle Body
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The Sound of OM ॐ
We live in a vibrating universe. Without getting in too deep to
quantum mechanics, “what we think of as a particle is simply a
vibration of its associated field.”
The sound 'Om' vibrates at 432 Hz in contrast to the 440 Hz
frequency found in modern music. We can consider 432 Hz to
be the musical pitch of the Universe.

and sounds, corresponds to a different aspect of divinity. The
first, A, invokes Brahma, the creative. The U sound invokes
Vishnu, the preserver. And the M sound, Shiva, represents
destruction.
The sound is made of 4 parts.
A# “For "ahh," relax the jaw. The sound rises from the belly,
lips are parted, and the tongue doesn't touch the palate.
U# In "oooh," the lips gently come together as the sound
moves from the abdomen into the heart.

The Om sound is a short, 'seed' mantra. Seed mantras are not
ordinary words with dictionary definitions instead, the
mantras convey vibrational content. We can use them to hold,
resonate, and propel Kundalini energy. There are eight
primordial shakti seed syllables, including Om. Om is
associated with the third eye and crown chakras.

M# During "mmm," the tongue floats to the roof of the mouth,
and the lips come together to create a buzzing in the head.
Some say this syllable goes on twice as long as the others.

According to Hindu philosophy the basic sound of the universe
is called the “unstruck sound”. Everyday sound to us is made
up of things striking each other. But the “unstruck sound” has
been likened to the hum of transformer, the noise of what we
think of as particles vibrating in their fields.

Many people believe that getting to the “mmm”, the vibration
quickly is a good thing.

Silence -- or Om's "fourth syllable" -- follows while the sound
fades into nothing.“

So let’s try a couple and see how they go. We will do 5 “OMs”.
Start over when you run out of breath.

Om can also be expressed as 'Aum', an articulation of three
phonetic parts, a theme which aligns with many spiritual
traditions built around a holy trinity. Each of the three letters,
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The Meaning of the Symbol
The Om symbol represents the sound in visual form: a mix of
curves, a crescent and a dot. According to Indian dharmas, the
symbol for Om is formed from 5 distinct concepts: the Waking
State, the Dream State, the Deep Sleep, the Maya or the
Illusion, and the Samadhi or the Absolute State.

#
2# The middle curve is the dream state or tajisa that is
the bridge between the deep sleep and waking state where
consciousness channels experience inward. It is the U in
'a-u-m:' preservation or Vishnu.
#
3# The upper curve is the deep sleep which is man’s
latent unconscious condition where no dreams and desires
exist and the sleeper is subconsciously shut down. It is
shushupti, or the M in “a-u-m:” destruction or Shiva.
#
4# The crescent shape above the curves depicts Maya
which is the obstacle that sits in the way of spiritual
development. Maya is the illusions that separate us from the
absolute state.
#
5# The dot at the top of the symbol represents Samadhi
which simply translates to 'bliss.' This is believed to be the state
in which someone could truly connect with the Divine. It is the
silence that after “a-u-m:” the absolute state where
consciousness faces neither inwards or outwards but exists in
quiet awareness.

#
1# The bottom curve represents the waking state of the
conscious mind, the vaishvanara or jagrat that looks
outwards using the five senses to experience the world. It is A:
creativity or Brahma.

The History of the Om Symbol
Om is recorded in many ancient texts, prayers and
ceremonies. We first find Om recorded in the Vedic
Hymns. These hymns imparted meditation techniques and
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spiritual knowledge. Mythology avows that the scripture was
vibrated into existence by spoken voice. Om was
further explored in the Upanishads, particularly the Mandukya
Upishad, which is a sacred text devoted to Om. These texts
and other Upanishads in the Vedanta (later vedas) were
foundational in Hinduism and Buddhism.

Understanding Joint Movement
Please watch the online lecture and take notes.

Many historians agree that the depiction of the Hindu God
Ganesha embodies the themes of Om. Ganesha's physical
form is said to be an expression of Om. With the upper curve
being the head, the Lower curve his belly, and the twisted curve
to the right being the trunk. Ganesha's service is to support one
in removing obstacles which is adjacent to the concept of Maya
and Samadhi.
There is even evidence that the Jewish and Christian "Amen"
and Islamic "Amin" are both derived from Om. Paramahansa
Yogananda, author of the Autobiography of a Yogi concludes:
“Om or Aum of the Vedas became the sacred word Hum of the
Tibetans, Amin of the Moslems, and Amen of the Egyptians,
Greeks, Romans, Jews, and Christians.” Cultures around the
world have strikingly similar concepts on the power of vibration.
To illustrate, in Revelation of the Bible the word Amen is
connected to the beginning of the creation of the Universe:
“These things saith the Amen, the faithful and true witness, the
beginning of the creation of God.”
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Laughter Yoga
The Health Benefits of Laughter
✓

Initially raise the blood pressure for thirty seconds, then
lowers it

✓

Increases serotonin, the hormone of tranquility

✓

Initially elevates respiratory and heart rate, then lowers it

✓

Increases endorphins and enkephalins, the body’s
natural painkillers

✓

Lowers levels of stress hormones, such as adrenaline
and cortisol

✓

Increases dopamine, the body’s bliss hormone

✓

Decreases carbon dioxide levels in the lungs

✓

Uses same muscles as exercise

✓

Decreases blood sugar

✓

Decrease markers of inflammation in the body

✓

Lowers risk of heart attacks and arrhythmias by 40%

✓

Even fake laughter, three times a day, were found to
lower cholesterol, blood pressure and anxiety levels

✓

Even a fake smile lowers stress hormones

✓

Even anticipating a funny event lowers hormone and
elevates immunity for three days beforehand
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The Subtle Body
Chakras चक्र

Nāḍīs नाडी

Channels for energy
Shusumna Main nadi, the chakra or kundalini energy can run
freely if clear.

#
1.# Root Chakra or Muhladhara – red, grounding, base of
the spine
#
2.# Sacral Chakra or Svadhisthana – orange just below
navel, sexuality and creativity
#
3.# Solar Plexus or Manipura (Shining jewel) – yellow,
solar plexus area, power, drive
#
4.# Heart Chakra or Anahata (place of the unbroken
sound) – green, ability to love and be loved
#
5.# Throat Chakra or Vishhuddha – blue, throat, your
calling, speak your truth
#
6.#
intuition

Brow Chakra or Ajna – violet, third eye, wisdom,

#
7.# Crown Chakra or Sahasrara – white gold, connection
to all and to all that is greater than us

Ida (left) and pingala (right) start at the base of the spine and
cross at the chakra points. Some liken to the caduceus while
Deepak Chopra compares them to the infinity symbols.

Koshas कोश

Sheaths or layers surrounding ‘atman’.
Annamaya kosha – physical body
Pranamaya kosha – the ‘energy or life force body’
Manomaya kosha – the emotional body, input from the senses
Vijnanamaya kosha – the discerning body (moral, overrides the
senses)
Anandamaya kosha – the bliss body
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Subtle Energy Systems
The Koshas or Our Five Bodies
Yoga is often referred to as the Science of Life – and with good
reason.
Over the centuries, yogis have used practice of yoga (in it’s
broadest dimensions) to experientially collect information about
the way we function.
According to the yoga tradition, every one of us has five bodies,
each made of increasingly finer grades of energy.
The five progressively subtler bodies that compose our
personality are described in a yoga classic called the Taittiriya
Upanishad
These five bodies are called koshas, or “sheaths,” in Sanskrit,
because each fits inside the next as we move from the dense
physical body to the ethereal bliss body. The bodies have been
likened to the layers of an onion, peeled back. But we live in
these bodies, day to day, hour by hour, different ones at
different times.

Each word is made of two words: the first is a descriptor of the
sheath or layer and the second is maya, which means “illusion.”
So we have: Annamaya Kosha = the sheath made of food (i.e.,
the physical body). These are all illusions because they are
reflections of the human personality whose soul or atman is at
the center. Explore the layers of your body and soul.

Annamaya Kosha
The Physical Body
The first layer of the koshas represents the physical body,
including the skin, muscles, connective tissue, fat and bones.
This is the kosha most people are concerned about when they
begin a yoga practice. They want increased flexibility, they want
to tone up their muscles, they want to learn to relax their
bodies, and they’re looking to gain strength, improve their
balance and find stress relief. . For a lot of people, the first layer
might be where we spend the most time hanging out, locked in
our physical senses
The primary way to impact this kosha is through asana and
eating right.
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Pranamaya Kosha
The Life Force Body
The second layer represents the energy body or “life-force”
Includes the systems that move blood, lymph and cerebrospinal
fluid and breath through the body in the physical body.
Our prana or life force moves around the body via channels, or
nadis.
When we practice asana and pranayama, we are impacting
Pranamaya kosha..
Prana is nourished by food, water and breath,
When prana no longer moves so do our heart and lungs. It is
essential for physical life even though it is deemed part of the
Subtle body.

Manomaya Kosha
The Mental/Emotional Body
Manas is the sensory and emotional mind (not the brain as a
physical organ)

As described in The Upanishads:” Within the vital force is yet
another body, this one made of thought energy. It fills the two
denser bodies and has the same shape. Those who understand
and control the mental body are no longer afflicted by fear.”
Our senses transmit information to this “body” both as physical
feelings and emotions.

Vijnanamaya Kosha
The Wisdom/Awareness Body
Subtler still is the vijnanamaya kosha (vijnana means “the
power of judgment or discernment”).
Often called intellect, but encompasses power and will
Insight, intuition and greater “self” awareness allow us the
clarity to make better choices and to develop greater will power
so that we can truly live with intention
Gain a greater perspective on the good and bad events in our
lives and can see our way past them

Anandamaya Kosha
The Bliss Body (Causal Body)
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This is the last layer.
Bliss.
The true Self is at the center.
Some systems have a tiny center which is the “real you”, your
atman, others see the 5th kosha as “atman’.
What Kosha are you in?
Throughout the day, notice yourself shifting between the koshas
layers:
Right now, I feel hot.
Right now, I’m paying attention to my breathing, which is very
fast
Right now, I feel upset.
Right now, I understand why I reacted that way yesterday.

Connect with Your Bodies
Exercise
Annamaya Kosha
To get into the physical body, try this exercise. Notice your feet
in your shoes. Tighten and relax the muscles in your calves.
Touch your face and sense the contact between the fingers and
the skin. Put your hand over your chest and feel your heartbeat,
or feel the contact between the hand and the flesh. Then pick
an inner organ—your liver, heart, or kidneys—and try to find it
with your attention. Really sink your attention into that
organ. Just as you would in meditation, notice when you
become distracted by thoughts. When this happens, note
"thought" to yourself and come back to sensing the organ.
Notice the settling and grounding effect of this practice.

Right now, I’m deep in meditation.
Right now, I feel bliss.

Pranamaya Kosha
Instead of feeling "I am breathing," feel "I'm being breathed."
Let yourself relax into this feeling. If you notice your breath
tightening, just notice it, with the thought "I am being breathed."
Eventually you may begin to feel the breath as energy, and you
may sense that the body is bigger than the boundaries of the
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skin. This is a sign that you've entered the vital energy body. As
this happens, you may find that your posture automatically
readjusts itself, that your back or hips open. These are all
effects of consciously accessing the vital energy body, which is
the storehouse of healing power in your system.

Manomaya Kosha
Try this basic self-inquiry, adapted from an exercise developed
by the spiritual teacher Byron Katie. Look at a situation in your
life that is charged in some way. Write down your thoughts
about it. Then, one by one, consider each thought and ask
yourself, "What would I be without this thought?" Notice how
your breathing, your energy, and your mental experience shift.
Consciously replace the thought with one that feels
empowering and real—such as "I am free to choose my
attitudes" or "There is another way to see this." Notice whether
this new thought brings greater spaciousness to your mind.

Vijnanamaya Kosha
Right now, notice that something in you observes that you are
reading. That same observing "I" is also aware of your
thoughts, your mood, the way your body feels, your energy

level. It knows all this without being involved in it. As you
embody awareness, notice if you are able to contain all the
other levels of
experience—without getting attached to their meaning or
outcome.

Anandamaya Kosha
Ask yourself, "Where is bliss?" Ask in an open-ended way and
tune in to the subtle feelings of tenderness, joy, and
contentment that can show up at the most unexpected of
moments. Let yourself open to the possibility that bliss is your
true nature. Don't worry if there is no immediate answer or
response. The bliss body takes time to reveal itself. For many
practitioners, the experience of the bliss body arises after years
of dedicated practice. Yet it can
come alive for you in a moment—during an evening of kirtan or
a meditation on the heart, or in deep Savasana (Corpse Pose).
When the bliss body does reveal itself, it can seem miraculous,
like a gift, and yet completely natural. Your essence is innately
blissful. But you may need to learn how to turn deep inside to
recognize it.
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Anatomy Analysis of Poses
The Anatomy Analysis of Poses video is designed to work with
the Series of Poses flashcard. We encourage you to pause the
video whenever an individual muscle is shown on the screen to
read the additional information shown. This includes: ORIGIN,
INSERTION, ACTION, NERVE SUPPLY and ARTERIAL
SUPPLY.

Session Nine: Part Two Learning Objectives
1. To learn the anatomy analysis of the Lengthening
series of poses
2. Review on your own all poses, names in English
and Sanskrit, modifications, and the assists.
Discussion of assists will be in much greater
detail in session 10

✓

Seated Single Leg Extension R – Upavistha Janu
Sirasana

✓

Seated Single Leg Extension L – Upavistha Janu
Sirasana

✓

Seated Forward Bend – Paschimottanasana

✓

Seated Forward Bend Wide Legs – Upavistha Prasarita
Padottanasana

✓

Seated Forward Bend Wide Legs Side Angle –
Upavistha Prasarita Parsva Padottanasana

✓

Splits – Hanumanasana

3. Discover the world of mudras
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✓

Table Top – Ardha Purvottanasana

✓

Fish – Matsyasana

Mudras
मुद्रा
Mudra is an ancient Sanskrit term
meaning "gesture." We use mudras
in yoga to cultivate a greater sense
of awareness to certain energetic
fields within the subtle body. We
can use them to help us meditate
and open up our seven main
chakras.
Here are seven lesser-known
mudras for you to give your seven
chakras a little boost. You can also
incorporate the mantra associated
with each chakra to help enhance
your meditative experience.
Perform the mudras in a comfortable seated position for one to
five minutes each. If you're only focusing on one mudra at a
time, extend the time frame as long as you would for your
regular meditation practice. Remember that there are no right
or wrong ways to do mudras—enjoy these as part of your
regular yoga routine to cultivate higher awareness.
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Root Chakra: The Muladhara Mudra

Sacral Chakra: The Shakti Mudra

The root chakra is the foundation for the other chakras, with
emphasis on survival and grounding.

This feminine mudra for the sacral chakra works to harness
sexuality and sensuality.

Mantra: LAM

Mantra: VAM

Bring your palms together
in a prayer at your heart,
then interlace the pinky
and ring fingers so they
fold inside of the palms.
Extend the middle fingers
so the tips touch and then
interlace the thumbs and
index fingers so they form
rings around each other,
with the fingertips
touching. Optional step:
Flip this mudra upside
down and lower your
arms slightly, so the middle
fingers are pointed downward at your pelvic region.

With your palms in front of
your chest, press your
pinky and ring fingertips
together. Fold your
thumbs into your palms,
inside of your index and
middle finger. You can
then press the knuckles of
these two fingers together
(pictured) or keep them
separate. Optional step:
Lower the hands to just
below the navel.
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Solar Plexus Chakra: The Rudra Mudra
This mudra brings forth the power of Shiva, the Hindu god of all
yogis, for the solar plexus chakra that's all about
self-confidence.
Mantra: RAM
Place your palms face-up
on your thighs. Touch the
tips of the thumbs, index
fingers, and ring fingers
together, straightening
through the pinky and
middle fingers.

Heart Chakra: The Padma Mudra
This lotus-inspired mudra that calls forth new possibilities and
invites in love is fitting for the heart chakra.
Mantra: YAM
With your palms at your
heart, touch the outer
edges of both pinky
fingers and thumbs
together. Keep the heels
of the palms pressed
together as you blossom
open through your hands.
Extend through the tips of
all 10 fingers.
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Throat Chakra: The Granthita Mudra

Third-Eye Chakra: The Mudra of the Great Head

You can use this mudra at your throat chakra to help clear the
way for expression of your authentic self.

To tap into the wisdom and power of your intuition, use this
mudra to channel deep into your third-eye chakra.

Mantra: HAM

Mantra: AUM

Interlace your last three
fingers (middle, ring, and
pinky) together inside of
your hands. Interlock the
index fingertips and
thumbs to form two rings,
and hold this mudra in
front of the base of your
throat.

Take your right hand just
in front of the space
between your eyebrows
and curl the ring finger
into your palm. Bring the
tips of the thumb, middle
finger, and index finger to
touch, and keep the pinky
finger extended long.
Place the tips of the three
fingers that are touching
to your third-eye focal
point. The left hand can
remain on top of the left
thigh, palm face-up or in
Gyan mudra.
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Crown Chakra: The Mudra of A Thousand Petals

Kriyā
िक्रया

Holding this mudra high above your head can open the
gateway to the crown chakra's domain of universal
consciousness, divinity, and transcendence.
Mantra: Silence
Place the tips of your
index fingers and thumbs
together to touch, forming
a pyramid shape. Allow
the remaining fingers to
extend upward, keeping
them straight. Raise this
mudra to about 6 to 7
inches above the crown
of your head.

The Sanskrit root ‘kri’ means ‘action’ or ‘effort.’ And ‘ya’ is the
Atman or soul. So its literal translation is some sort of action or
effort involving your transcendental Self.
In yoga, 'kriya' has layers of meanings, depending on the yoga
tradition. At a high level, kriya is any evolutionary action. But it's
also a set of specific energetic practices.
Patanjali mentions it once in The Yoga Sutras in the first sutra
of the second pada (chapter): tapaḥ-svādhyāyeśvarapraṇidhānāni kriyā-yogaḥ.
Some interpret this to mean that Patanjali was defining kriya
yoga as the three practices of tapaha (the purifying heat of
effort and self-discipline), svādhyāya (self-study), and Īśvara
praṇidhāna (surrender). Others say he was enumerating the
four most important yoga practices: kriya, tapaha, svādhyāya,
and surrender. We don't really know for sure. Patanjali also
mentions asana (II.46) and plant medicine (IV.1) once without
further explanation.
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SESSION TEN:
ENLIGHTENING

ENLIGHTENING Series of Poses
~ Please follow along with the Series of Poses flashcard ~

Session Ten: Part One Learning Objectives

✓

Waterfall - Viparita karani

✓

Shoulder Stand – Salamba Sarvangasana

✓

Plow – Halasana

✓

Deaf Man’s Pose – Karnapidasana

✓

Headstand – Salamba Sirsasana

✓

Handstand – Adho Mukha Vrksansana

✓

Happy Baby – Urdhva Mukha Upavista Konasana or
Ananda Balasana

✓

Supine Twists – Supta Matsyendrasana

✓

Knees to Chest – Wind Releasing Pose - Apanasana

1. Learn the Enlightening Series of Poses
2. Develop skills for teaching Off The Mat
3. Enjoy a complimentary YACEP Inversions
Workshop
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Skills to Teach Off the Mat

Drishti Beats YACEP Inversions
Workshop

Small steps. Today it will be Sun Salutations.
Practice on an animate or inanimate thing. Today, it’s your
partner.
Keep your sequences short so that you can remember them.

Our complimentary Inversions Worksop will automatically add
to your account upon completing Session 9. You can easily
access the it from your Account > Memberships.

Keep the time on both sides the same.
Options, options, options.
Visualize either yourself or your student(s).
Assess who is in front of you. Make sure what you are doing
and cueing works for them
Practice truly makes perfect, okay, okay, not perfect but easy.
So practice and you will get better with time. But be easy on
yourself if you screw up. It will happen.
Be honest. Students have ESP about this anyway. So if you
mess up, admit it, laugh and go on.
Your mistakes will be viewed in the way that you accept them.
Honesty with humor is great.
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Anatomy Analysis of Poses
The Anatomy Analysis of Poses video is designed to work with
the Series of Poses flashcard. We encourage you to pause the
video whenever an individual muscle is shown on the screen to
read the additional information shown. This includes: ORIGIN,
INSERTION, ACTION, NERVE SUPPLY and ARTERIAL
SUPPLY.

Session Ten: Part Two Learning Objectives
1. To learn the anatomy analysis of the Enlightening
Series of Poses

✓

Waterfall - Viparita karani

✓

Shoulder Stand – Salamba Sarvangasana

✓

Plow – Halasana

✓

Deaf Man’s Pose – Karnapidasana

✓

Headstand – Salamba Sirsasana

✓

Handstand – Adho Mukha Vrksansana

✓

Happy Baby – Urdhva Mukha Upavista Konasana or
Ananda Balasana

✓

Supine Twists – Supta Matsyendrasana

✓

Knees to Chest – Wind Releasing Pose - Apanasana

2. Learn about Mantras
3. Journal about where you are in your teaching and
how you feel where you are right now. Quantify
your strengths and skills as a teacher
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Mantras

Exploring some well-known mantras

मन्त्र

Prayer of Harmony

The word mantra is made of two parts: “man” meaning “mind”
(remember manomaya kosha?) and “tra” meaning deliverance
or protection. Hmm. Protect us from our minds.
The untamed mind runs amuck and causes us pain and
suffering. And the “mano” part of the mind is that part that is
sensory and emotional.
So, in one sense, chanting mantra helps us focus and still the
“manos”.
However, at the same time, the sounds themselves, studied
and refined for ages, create the benefits, and more often than
not it is about the sounds and the vibrations created in the body
than the words.

Many studios use this mantra to begin their classes. There is no
link for this one. Just go over it since it is very commonly used.
✓

Saha navavatu – Let us together be protected

✓

Saha nau bhunaktu – Let us together be nourished (by
the Divine)

✓

Saha viryam karavavahai – Let us together join our
mental forces in strength for the benefit of humanity

✓

Tejas navadhitmatsu – Let our study be filled with joy,
and endowed with the force of purpose

✓

Ma vidvisavahai – Let us never be poisoned with the
seeds of hatred for anyone

✓

This mantra highlights the nature of the teacher-student
relationship that produces ideal results for the student.
The transference of mental, spiritual and intellectual
energies from the teacher to the student can be
achieved through a mutually nourishing relationship that
is based on (mutual) respect, joy (of giving and
receiving), and absence of malice or negative thoughts.”

Chanting can be used as a type of meditation.
As Donna Quesada writes that she has heard it said, “as music
has charms to soothe a savage beast, so the spiritual sound of
mantra soothes the restless mind.”
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Lokah Samasta, Sukino Bhavantu
Another used to start or end the practice at many studios
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=usJl7oiZPnc&list=RDusJl7oi
ZPnc#t=90 start at 2:07
Lokaah Samastaah Sukino, Bhavantu
“May the entire Universe be filled with Peace, Joy, Love and
Light” Translation from Yogaville Ashram, VA
Note: Mantras are often chanted 108 times using a mala to
keep count. You can also keep count on your fingers, but it is
harder.

Arjuna’s Song
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l-MqTINCF_Y

The Gayatri Mantra
Perhaps the Most Well known mantra; it appears in the Rig
Veda and most likely was chanted for centuries before it was
written down.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SlUsoWmso9U Start at 1:09
Oṃ bhūr bhuvaḥ svaḥ
tát savitúr váreṇyaṃ
bhárgo devásya dhīmahi
dhíyo yó naḥ pracodáyāt
This very old mantra is chanted asking “May the Almighty
illuminate our intellect to lead us along the righteous path" (one
of many translations)

Om, mani padme hum

OM Asato Maa sat Gamaya – Lead us from unreal to Real
Tamaso Maa Jyotir Gamaya – Lead us from darkness to the
Light
Mrityor Ma-amritan Gamaya – Lead us from Death to Life (from
self to Self)

https://youtu.be/2wBbL2xYVqQ
Very loosely translated as “creating compassion and
understanding so that we may all see that we are one.”
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The Green Tara
Saving one of the best for last.
Om tare tutare ture swaha Compassion and deepest love
https://youtu.be/y_8I4sAVi04
This mantra is said to be the favorite of the Dali Lama.

Journal on Teaching
Experience
Journal about where you are in your teaching and how you feel
where you are right now. Quantify your strengths and skills as a
teacher.

Compassion for those who are hurting (including ourselves),
and compassion for those who have hurt others (including
ourselves) creates the deepest love possible.
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SESSION
ELEVEN:
SURRENDER

SURRENDER Series of Poses
~ Please follow along with the Series of Poses flashcard ~

✓

Supine Bound Angle – Supta Baddha Konasana

✓

Corpse Pose – Savasana

Session Eleven: Part One Learning Objectives
1. To learn the Surrender Series of Poses along with
the anatomy analysis
2. To experience a Yoga Nidra
3. Discuss injuries and special conditions in group
classes
4. To evaluate an excerpt of David Foster Wallace’s
famous commencement speech. How his ideas
may apply to our lives off the mat, and affect our
integrity in living our yoga every day
5. Participate in a Restorative Yoga class
6. Learn about brain waves
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Yoga Nidra

Injuries & Special Conditions

िनद्रा
Yoga Nidra has been described as the art of non-doing as
opposed to doing more. Just like floating happens when you
stop struggling, similarly relaxation happens when you let go of
everything. Yoga Nidra is a state in which the body is
completely relaxed, and the practitioner becomes
systematically and increasingly aware of the inner world by
following a set of verbal instructions. This state of
consciousness is different from meditation in which
concentration on a single focus is required. In yoga Nidra the
practitioner remains in a state of light withdrawal of the 5
senses (pratyahara) with four senses internalized. In other
words, withdrawn, and only hearing still connects to any
instructions given. The goals of both yogic paths, yoga Nidra
and meditation are the same, a state of meditative
consciousness called samadhi.
It is among the deepest possible states of relaxation while still
maintaining full consciousness. In lucid dreaming, one is only,
or mainly, cognizant of the dream environment, and has little or
no awareness of one's actual environment.
Yoga Nidra results in conscious awareness of the deep sleep
state, which is called prajna in the Mandukya Upanishad.

Common Injuries and Special Conditions
Be proactive in finding out how students may be taking care of
their body!
Part of class greeting.
“With our eyes closed for privacy of others, if you are having
challenges with your shoulder, back, hip, knee or other areas,
please place you hand on that part or parts of your body that
you are taking care of.”
The most common injuries in yoga come from trying too hard.
Patanjali – “Steady and Comfortable”
100% effort into poses? Same benefits if practice at 70-80% or
even less!
“If you listen to your body when it whispers, then you don’t have
to hear it scream.”
Students may tell you they have special conditions.
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YOU ARE NOT A DOCTOR, do not give advice (unless you
are?)

Knee replacement – Avoid jumping into poses. Emphasize
alignment.

Student needs to check with his/her medical professional.

Student may have injuries – advice of a medical professionals
is necessary and encouraged for them to participate.

Some General Conditions to be Aware of
High Blood Pressure – Avoid inversions.
Low Blood Pressure – Avoid coming up quickly from inversions.
Avoid having arms extended for long periods of time.
Head stuff (sinus, colds, earaches, glaucoma, etc) – Avoid
inversions
Disc and low back – forward folds compress the discs.
Especially in seated.

Rotator Cuff – Avoid jumping into poses. No cow face,
chaturanga dandasana, reverse Namaste. Cautious external
rotation.
Carpal Tunnel – ledge to reduce the angle at the wrist. Use
fists. Hasta bandha.
Knee Replacement / Injuries – Avoid jumping into poses.
Emphasize alignment.
Sprained Ankle or Ankle Injuries – Avoid down dog,
warriors/crescent lunge/triangle and other poses that stress the
ankle.

Osteoporosis – Avoid forward bends. Must talk med pro.
Scoliosis – Advice from med pro. Good website
http://www.hudsonvalleyscoliosis.com/yoga-for-scoliosis-moves
-to-avoid
Hip replacement – Avoid legs crossing the mid-line of the body.
Must talk to their medical professional because what they can
or cannot do depends on the type of replacement s/he had.
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This Is Water
by David Foster Wallace
www.youtube.com/watch?v=eC7xzavzEKY
Journal how you relate to this video.

Brain Waves
Our brain can operates at five different frequencies: Gamma,
Beth, Alpha, Theta, and Delta. Each frequency is measured in
cycles per second (Hz) and has its own set of characteristics
representing a specific level of brain activity and a unique state
of consciousness. Brain waves are electrical impulses that can
be measured by EEG. Our brains are producing all of the brain
waves that we will discuss, but at any give time, one or another
will be dominant.
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Let’s take a closer look at each wave.

Lucid Dreaming
Frequency/

Brain Wave

What

Characteristics

When

Too much
Music BPM
Stress,

Beta

Normal waking
consciousness

>alertness, logic
and critical
thinking, problem
solving

Anxiety,
Most adults during
the day

Inability to let go,
high

High/
90-150 BPM

adrenalin output
Relaxation,

Alpha

bridges the gap
between our
conscious thinking
and subconscious
mind.

Feel calm,
peaceful as after
an activity that
helps relax the
body and mind
(yoga), grounded

Reflective and
clear state of mind

Anxiety, high
stress, insomnia,
OCD

Between beta and
theta (moderate)/
60-90 BPM

Brain is receptive

Alpha –Theta
Border

Conscious of your
surroundings but
in deep relaxation

Theta

Verbal thinking
mind changes to
intuitive,
meditative, visual

At the Alpha-Theta
border is Yoga
Nidra, relaxed,
daydreaming,
sleep between
alpha and delta

Dreaming sleep
(REM), just at the
edge

Slow

Healing

Deep dreamless
sleep,
unconscious,
meditation

Dreamless sleep

Very slow

Intuition, bursts of
insight, attention,
focus, compassion
“binding the
senses”

Meditation in
experienced
meditators,
Tibetan monk
study 2004

Delta

Gamma
*

Yoga Nidra

In the zone type of
feeling, unity

**Note: Some
researchers do not
believe gamma
exists, but there is
ongoing research
which supports
that it may

Very fast

Lucid dreaming describes the phenomena of a dreamer’s
self-awareness of the fact they are dreaming within a dream,
and is able to distinguish the unreal from reality. When lucid
dreaming the dreamer still has the ability to use logic, reason,
and tap into memories. An interesting ability during lucid
dreaming is also the ability to dream from the third person
perspective in that they can infer what other characters in their
dreams are thinking. One’s self and characters in these dreams
cannot be generated out of spontaneity, but are derived from
daily mental elements of waking life and the unconscious. Lucid
dreamers may also take part in their dreams from a
supernatural standpoint, in that they can control the dream and
its characters, although the dreamer interprets the acts of the
characters as real beings and they can therefore can act
against his/her will in lucid nightmares. The interest in lucid
dreams relies in the facts that the dreamer is technically awake
but cannot be deemed as hallucinating due to their awareness
that they are dreaming and what is real, contrary to that they
are visualizing the scene and characters of the waking world.
Lucid dreaming arises in REM state, where most dreams occur,
but continues through hybrid REM-NREM transitional state,
known as a REM-partial awakening state. Therefore, lucid
dreaming is not localized to the sleeping state or the waking
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state. When lucid dreaming the activation of bilateral
precuneus, cuneus, parietal lobules, and prefrontal and
occipito-temporal cortices is higher than that of normal REM
states, explaining the logic in self-awareness of being in a
dream. Due to the lucid dream emerging from the REM state,
muscle paralysis like that of normal dreams in maintained.
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Ethics for Yoga Teachers
4 situations present to you 4 problems
Consider Steps in Solving Sticky Problems
1.#

Before the problem.

2.#

During the problem.

3.#

After the problem.

4.#

Outcome for you.

5.#

Outcome for the student.

SITUATION No. 1
Session Eleven: Part Two Learning Objectives
1. Explore the ethics for yoga teachers
2. Discuss cueing safety
3. Explore methods to design different class
lengths
4. To learn how to approach special populations

“Late Payments: You’ve just begun teaching your first
beginning-level Yoga class, and most of the attendees are
friends. Even though you requested that students preregister
and prepay for the course, you are now into the third week of
the course and a number of your student-friends have still not
paid for their classes. You feel uncomfortable confronting
personal friends with your financial concerns, so you delay
doing so. Consider why this situation has arisen. Is your
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avoidance or delay in addressing these financial concerns
contributing to the problem? Consider the deeper reasons why
you feel uncomfortable about asking for fair remuneration. How
could you ensure fair and prompt payment in the future?”

SITUATION No. 2
“Teaching Appropriate Levels: You have a job at a local gym,
where you teach a regular Yoga class. The director of the gym
makes it clear that she would like you to conduct the class at a
faster pace and make the content more physically demanding.
Although there are several students in the class who could
handle a more difficult class, the core of the class is made up of
people who have had little physical conditioning, with many
suffering mild but chronic back pain. These core students have
also been the most loyal and regular attendees.”

Situation No. 3
Inappropriate Dress: An attractive young woman begins taking
Yoga classes at your center. You’ve noticed that her Yoga
clothes are so skimpy that her breasts frequently pop out of her
yoga tops during inverted postures such as Headstand
(Salamba Sirsasana), and her low-rise yoga pants seem
designed to prove that she is a genuine redhead! You find
yourself avoiding adjusting her postures.

Situation No. 4
Criticizing Other Teachers or Methods: During your
beginning-level Yoga class, a man asks “What do you think
about _______ Yoga?” He might be asking about a specific
method or style of Yoga. You personally have strong
reservations about this method of Yoga. Is there a way to voice
your concerns ethically? Is there a way to circumvent the
question that places the question firmly back in the student’s
court?
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Cueing Safety

Protecting the lower back with short lever movements
Getting into / out of poses

Review of the major safety concerns and reasons for pose
misalignments

Transitions to the following pose (or position, e.g., standing to
seated)

Feeling

Contraindications

Check in with your body and how it feels.

Spotting common misalignments

Feel something in every pose.

Standing poses

Modify poses based on how you feel today.

Seated poses

Turning the ego off

Tabletop poses

Check in with your body and how it feels.

Balance poses

100% effort not required

Twists

No competition, judgment, expectations.

Inversions

Engaging the bandhas and creating dynamic tension for
stability

Supine poses

#

Speak clearly and distinctly

Feet, core, hands, throat

Keeping joints stacked and aligned
Wrists, elbows, shoulders, neck, spine, hips, knees, ankles

When teaching - touch all learning styles

Tell the class the name of the pose: coming into Forward Fold
(Uttanasana)
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Give the cues describing how to come into that pose: Bending
forward from the hips. This will include breathing cues and
engaging the appropriate bandhas.
As you demo that action.
Adding safety cues as necessary: Checking to make sure that
knee is in line with your ankle
Offering options: Coming into cobra from plank (demo) or rolling
over the toes into up dog
Transitioning out of the pose: From plank, let’s push back into
down dog, then walk your feet forward to standing

Practice ahimsa in both verbal and physical contact when you
make an adjustment.
Tell the student what you are going to do and what you are
doing as you do it.
If you touch, follow the line of the muscles.
Always adjust proximally, not distally.
Make sure that the quality and location of your touch cannot be
misunderstood and recognize that you are transferring energy
or energy fields

Principles of adjustments for moving to safe alignment - touch
all learning styles
Verbal
Visual
Energy cues
Breathing cues
Physical
Ask first. Know your students
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Various Class Lengths

Later Evening – cooling, stretching
Type / level of yoga class marketed

Methods to design a class of various lengths and speeds of
flow within DBYTT format

Anticipated student level / abilities

Note: To date, you have developed 12-minute, 17-minute
classes, and 20-minute classes specific to pose series, for your
Session practices.

Intermediate / advanced – more stretching and strengthening,
power sequences

You will develop and present a 60-minute class of your choice
to upload at the end of Session 12. Start planning and
practicing now.
Considerations
Class lengths – 60 min, 75 min, 90 min or perhaps a
recommended daily 30-minute practice
Really 5 minutes shorter if another class is following
Time of the day – why important?

Beginners – longer warming sequences, many options

Speed of flow
Not beyond pose, transition, or sequencing safety limits
Used to build / maintain heat
Can challenge, but try not to leave student(s) behind
Building on previous practices
Theme, series combinations, and peak pose
Music – choose to match intensity / speed of flow and support
the movement

Early morning – slower, activating / stretching
Morning – activating/very activating
Afternoon – activating
Early evening – activating/very activating
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Special Populations
Watch the online lecture and take notes.
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SESSION
TWELVE:
CELEBRATION

The Path of a Mentor

Love the yoga in you,
and not yourself in yoga
Voice
Your voice, together with the music, is the journey.
It is extremely important that coaches use a microphone to
coach an effective class if possible.

Session Twelve: Learning Objectives
1. Read “The Path of a Mentor”
2. Take your final written exam

With the music needing a good amount of volume, no matter
how small the room is, having the proper equipment to ensure
the best possible class is key. When using a microphone an
instructor doesn’t have to force their voice over the music and
has the opportunity to use voice flexion.

3. Upload your final one hour Vinyasa Flow class
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The class is a journey, sometimes an instructor will speak
quietly and other times with more force and power.
Without voice flexion and the opportunity to change voice
volume it would be impossible to tell the “story” of the class.

Attitude
Readiness is an important factor in Yoga Attitude.

Be the Mirror
Becoming a great instructor requires that you look the part.
The correct alignment of your positions is going to be key in
ensuring a successful class experience for your participants.
If you have an opportunity to do some “mirror work” and see
your positions, it will help you greatly.
Alternatively, you can videotape yourself, even if it is just for a
few minutes, so you may see your position from the base (your
feet) all the way up to the crown of your head.
Knowing where your body is in space and having a keen
kinesthetic awareness is going to help your participants
improve their form as they will want to look like you.

It is very important to always be ready and excited to take on
the class ahead.
Listening to the music in advance or actually preparing your
sequences in advance before teaching will enhance your
coaching skills immensely. It will allow you to anticipate what’s
ahead.
Your heart is key to becoming a great instructor. Guide with an
open and ready heart.
Your students will feel your passion and will want to work for
you.
Having a positive attitude, patience for your students,
encouragement and passion are all relevant elements.
When using music - showing your enjoyment of the music and
all the varieties the music has is another valuable attitude
component. Showing that you love where the music is taking
the class and using that for encouragement is key to strong
class delivery.
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Language
Inclusive language is a must and will take class delivery to
whole new level.
Many times, instructors use language like: Don’t, those (those
legs), that, not, and but.
When teaching, instead of words like “don’t” we use the word
“avoid”.
Instead of “those” or “that” we use “yours” or “your” (your legs).
Words like: let’s, together, us, we, ours etc., are considered to
be inclusive language and is the best possible way of
communicating.
There is also a spiritual aspect to teaching so we avoid any
screaming or high tones.
Balance of your language and voice connotation is important for
clean, clear and proper instruction.
Avoid pointing one person out.

Pulling a student aside after class to make a correction is within
good teaching tactics and guidelines.

Build a Community
Staying engaged with your participants via e mail, social media
and creating a sense of community is a great way to fill your
classes and shows that you care about your students outside of
the classroom.
Networking to create a great environment and energy is a key
component to success with the studio and your own classes.
Be there and be your authentic self, allowing all students into
you heart.

Namaste

We correct to the group, at large, unless you are assisting, but
assisting does not require a voice to the class.
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